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I. INTRODUCTION
This thesis analyzes the opportunities for historic preservation
in the re-use of a medium si::ed historic building in Philadelphia
in 19o4„ Some background information may highlight the main
elements o+ the thesis. The thesis site is 2133 Arch St.,
•formerly the Juvenile Detention Center. The building on the site
was designed by Philip Johnson and constructed in 1903. The
significance of the building is the historical rolt' it holds as
the first juvenile dete^ntion center in America, In addition, it
represents a precedent in architectural design. However, its
26,000 sq. ft., four floors and room arrangement sire such that
the building could be occupied immediately as offices by a number
of tenants.,
T |-i e b u ;i. 1 d i. n g d oes pi ossess a n u mb e r of c h a r a >:;: t er i s t i c s wh i c
h
h .i. n d Br i t s d eve 1 op men t a s a high ren t office b u i J, d i n g , T h es
e
problems a.rs representative of buildings throughout the City.
They include; under utilization, middle age and marginal size,.
The thesis will present three alternative solutions to attempt to
r eso 1 Ve t h ese p r o b 1 ems
.
The three alternatives will integrate three separate levels of
h i s t Dr i c pr eser va t i on . T h e se a 1 1 ern a i ve s a r e r e p r e sen t a 1 1 ve o f
contemporary re--use alternatives;; Mi;ied Use, Commercial Class B
and Commercial Class A.. The Mi;;ed Use and Cl,ass B plans will
meet the Secretary of the Interior's Standards foi RehaL'i 1 i tat i on
of an historically certified building., The Class A plan is for a
1

b u i 1 cJ i n q not h i st or i c a 1 1 y c: e r" t i t i e d b u t r ec e i v i n q e ; t en s i ve
adapti v(5 designs -for a Class A presentation., The di-f + erences in
these plans hsis a marked e?TTect on the investment ta;; credits
a V a i 1 £ib 1 e t o t h e own er „
The ^tiTiOLint of the ITC is o-F major importance « If the developers
rehabilitation meets the Secretary's Standards a 257, ITC is
available, whereas if he does not want to incur the costs to meet
the Secretary's Standards he will qualify for the lesser 207, ITC.
An iinalysis of the costs and benefits s.re explored t.o determine
which is a better ^alternative for the developer.
The question of whether 2 57. or 207. is the preferred route is
approached by developing future use plans for the building from
the perspective of the developer, which in this instance is a
limited partnership. A formal perspectus has been prepared for
e ac h plan and i s i n c 1 li d edint h e t hi es i. s . H c:wever , u n 1 i k e a
modern developer's perspectus, this is foremost a thesis in
Historic Preservation that seelcs to determine the economic
viability of integrating a preservation consciousness throughout
the owner's decision making process,.

II. SITE DESCRIPTION
A. LOCATION
1 •• Genera]_ Demggragihic lofgrnjatign
Notes The -following demographic i n-format i on was generated -for an
earlier assignment., It was written and researched as a team
report that I directed during the Spring, 1984, -for a course at
the Wharton Graduate School
.
The City of Philadelphia has a population of 1.7 million people
and covers an s.rea of 129 square miles.. (Exhibit 1) It is at the
center of an eight county metropolitan ares. that has
approximately 4.7 million people residing in it. The counties
that comprise this area aire Bucks, Chester, Delaware and
Philadelphia in Pennsylvania and Burlington, Glouster and Camden
counties in Ne-'W Jersey. (Extiibit 2)
There are a variety of cultural, historical, recreational spjorts
and entertainment activities available^ in the City. It is the
hub of the metropolitan area.
Center City Philadelphia has undergone major changes in the past
two decades. Did manufacturing businesses have moved away and
service industries have started to replace them. This; has caused
the City to change, both in its demographic profile and physical
presence. Many areas of Center City have undergone or are
p r e sen 1 1 y un d er g o i n g m a j or ren ov a
t
:l on s .

In the early 1960''5, Ed Bacon, Director o-f the City Planning
1
Comnii BEi on , orchestrated a Center City master plan to help
revitalise commercial activity and bring new amenities to the
area., such as the construction o-f o-F-fice buildings and additional
transportation -facilities. There has been a lot of- building
activity in almost e'very area of Cente?r City Philadelphia. The
following aire examples of the dynamics in the Philadelphia real
estate market todays
1. In a. joint effort,, the federal go'vernment, the City and
pri-v'ate citizens ha've redeveloped the area. near Independence
Hall. A park, -the United States Mint, the Federal Reserve Bank
of Philadelphia, a Federal Courthouse and Federal Office
Building, and the Rohm and h-^aas Corporation are all now located
in this area.
2. There has also bee?n substantial revi tal i nat i on .in the
residential neighborhoods of Society Hill, 01 de City, Franklin-
town, Washington Square West and Rittenhouse Square. In Society
Hill man-/ of the residential structures have been restored, while
new ones have been built amidst the old. In 01 de Cit-y,
warehouses and commercial buildings have been converted to
residential use. Rittenhouse? square has seen some renovation and
new construction in the Rittenhouse Regency, the Wanamaker House
and 1900 Rittenhouse? Square. All of -this acti'vity has encouraged
residential rein-vestment in areas adjoining Center City - Queen
village, Fairmount, Spring Garden and Northern Liberties.

3. There is also a lot of retail and hotel construction going on.
A J.C- F'enney''B department store and the Gallery II are located
in the Market Street East B.r&A, adjacent to the Gallery I which
was opened in 1977. Average annual retail sales in the mall are
$230 per square -foot, an e;;tremely high number.
4. New hotels have also opened their doors recently. The
Hershey Hotel at Eiroad and Locust Streets opened in 1983 and has
450 rooms. The Four Seasons Hotel, one o-f the most elegant in
the city, has 377 rooms and was completed in August, 1983.
These, combined with the Bel 1 evue-Strat-f ord Hotel, the Marriott,
Adam^s Mark, Hilton, Sheraton, Franklin Plaza and numerous
others, give visitors to the City a wide variety of choices in
terms of location and price of their accommodations.
5. The Market Street East ar<33. of the City is also seeing
major changes. A rail tunnel linking the two commuter train
networks operated by SEPTA is under construction. It is e;;pected
to cost 320 million and should be completed within weeks. The
new 11th Street commuter rail station and the tunnel vji 1 1 link
subway and bus transportation systems in the area and greatly
enhance the convenience and accessibility of that region. One
Reading Center, a new $77 million office building located at 11th
and Market Streets was completed in June of this year. A
convt?ntion center is also slated to be developed in this area.
The Soverieqn Realty division of Butcher and Singer has bought
the Stern Building at 7th and Market Streets and will renovate it

into of + ice space. The -future o-f the Lifs Building at 7th and
Market SStreets is still uncertain; however, the general level of
ac t i V i t y in this B.rss is h ]. g h .
6. The Franklin Flaza prcDject is in the Franklintown area o-f
Center City. It has an SOO roDm hotel and c-f-fice building which
is the headquarters o-f the SmithKline Beckman Corporation.
7. The Perm's Landing waterfront 3.rBB. might also see a lot o-f
new development i -f some access problems can be solved.
S. The City has also recently attracted large businesses to
locate here. CIGNA Corporation, an insurance company with assets
o-f *31 billion, is now headquartered here. Bell Atlantic has
brought 300 new jobs to the area, as well as AT & T.
All in all, the City has seen a tremendous amount o-f development
in the past decade and this trend looks as i -f it will continue.
Jackson-Cross' Chairman, Charles Seymour, stated in his company's
19S4 -first quarter nriarket survey there are eight potential starts
•for new o-f-i-ice buildings in Center City Philadelphia in 1984. As
one surveys JFK Blvd and Market St. West in December of 1984 one
finds his projection accurate.

EMPLOYMEMT
Accordinig to the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, there are
B3B., 690 persons employed with the City of- Philadelphia as of
19E31. This is 40"-'. o-f the metropolitan area employment. (Exhibit
3) There have been losses in employment in the City since 1974
due primarily to the decline of manufacturing businesses in the
City. However, losses have not been as bad as they could have
been because of the growth in the service sector and the
stability in other non-manufacturing sectors. This point is borne
out by both a visual survey of the dominant businesses in the
City today and by 1982 statistical data accumulated by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics and the Department of Labor. From these
observations one sees that services have experienced the most
dramatic growth in the City's economy, with employment expanding
from 210,503 in 1974 to 235,634 in 1981. Due to the change in
the City's composition of businesses (from manufacturing to
services), it is now less vulnerable to the cyclical economic
fluctuations to the national economy because it is increasing its
dependt^nce on the less cyclical non-manufacturing sectors.

Q!i:!iByiiw - cenier ciiy office markej
The Center City o-f-Fice market is starting to be recognised by
national and international investors such as Goldman, Sachs and
Company,, The Abaacus Group and Japan's Ashai Insurance. In 1983,
more than a dozen o-f-fice buildings were purchased -for over
f-300, 000, 000 in total,, The feeling is that real estate is still
undervalued here. The o-f-fice market in the City has been able to
survive the poor economic conditions that -faced the country in
the late TO's and early SO's without giving up too much to
tenants. Caldwell Banker's September 1933 Nationwide Of -f ice
Vacancy Inde;-; for downtown office space showed Philadelphia with
a vacany rate of only 9/; compared to Denver with a rate of 22/1,
Dallas 13/'. and Atlanta 167.. Because of the relatively low
vacancy rates, rental rates have not been depressed here as in
many other cities. Due to staggered construction starts a\/Br the
past few years decades, Philadelphia has not had an overbuilt
situation that has plagued other major cities
According to Jackson-Cross' January 1984 Office Market Survey,
in the Philadelphia Central Business District, total office space
leased for all classes of bui 1 di ngs (e;; i sti nq Class A and B,
rehabilitations and under-construct i on ) was 2,408,069 sq. ft. in
1983. This was a 1437. increase over 1982, an exceptionally poor
economic Y&s>.r . 1,734,632 sq. ft. was leased in Class A buildings
and 588,, 160 sq. ft. in Class B buildings during last year.
44,200 sq. ft. was leased in rehabilitation projects. The 1437.
increase from 1982 to 1983 was exceptional but it is not a poor

indication of the expected growth in o-f-fice space the City will
have available over the ne;;t -four years
»
Subleasing activity has also decreased. In downtown
Philadelphia, there were 267,000 sq. -ft. o-f space available -for
sublease. This was 163,000 sq.ft. less than in 19S2. This
decline was e;;plairied in the Jackson-Cross Survey by Charles
Seymour, Chairman and CEO:
"The trend toward increased subleasing began
about three years ago when the economic pinch
forced many companies to reduce their sta-f-fs
and space requirements and try to -farm out the
excess space with which they suddenly -found
themselves. This is still true in some instan-
ces but we are beginning to see a return o-f
the more traditional reason -for subleasing: a
conpany's expansion into new space because it
has outgrown its previous space. Through a
combination o-f fortunate timing of new con-
struction over the past few years and a stab-
le, broad-based economy, leasing activity in
Philadelphia has shown an underlying strength
even during periods of a weak economy. We
have seen a gradual, but steady increase in
rental rates. " 4
In a November interview with Greg West, a commercial real estate
broker at Jackson-Cross, I was quoted the following rental rates
for Center City Philadelphia office space: Class A, ^19 - 26
sq.ft.; Class B, *10 - IS; and Class C anything below $7 or *8.
According to a survey conducted in December, 1983 by the North
Atlantic Investment Corp. the rates for new space under
construction ranges from $22.75 - 29.00 sq. ft, plus electricity,
with an average of 3:-26.50. (Exhibit 6) Operating costs for 19B4
are projected at ?=5.22 to $7.74 sq. ft. in Center City,

10
The Jackson-Cross Survey estimates 2.6 million sq.-ft. o-f space is
available in all categories at the beginning o-f 19£i4, 1.5
million will be leased during the year and an additional 1
million will be introduced. The majority o-f this activity will
take place west o-f City Hall on Market Street and JFK Blvd. This
projection is reinforced by the survey of new projects in
Exhibit 7,

Qli^iRl^IiW = QENIiR QiiY residential markei
As compared with other major cities, Philadelphia has a
competitive edge in terms o-f costs of living. It can provide
many services and facilities that B.re not available xn the
suburbs. Consequently, the residential real estate market
appears to be rebounding. According to a survey conducted by the
City F'lanning Commission, the number of unsold housing units in
Center City dropped from 430 to 120 between April and November of
19C-d3. The number of new rental units on the market dropped from
400 to 80. Residential vacancy rates e.re 5.SX.
In a March, 1934 interview with ESandra Garz , Housing Director for
the City Planning Commission, I was told that the rental market
was very strong now and consequently there were a number of new
developments of apartment units planned for Center City.
Historic Landmarks for Living is a real estate development firm
that specialises in rehabilitating buildings for residential use
and is known to haive a sharp eye for potential development sites.
At the beginning of 1984 it had plans to renovate si;-: buildings
into apartments. In addition to Landmarks^ projects the Toll
Brothers have plans to develop 390 apartments and condominiums on
the site of the old Naval Home. Abbotts Square, a 223 unit
condominium development at 2nd and South Streets (Blumenfeld Co.)
should be completed by the spring of 1985.
In 19S3; townhouse and condominium sales rose to 592 units, a 51X
n
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increase? over 1982. The average selling price tor Center Cil:y
residential units increased to f>124,000, a 12- 7X increase over
6
19S2„ Within this marketn townhouse sales were significantly
stronger than condominium.
In a March i n t er v i ew w i t h An n Ba i 1 ey , residential b r o k: er wit
h
Jackson-Cross, I was told 19S4 will be another strong year -for
residential sales. She believed that prices would increase at an
accelerated pace as the supply dwindles and demand rises. The
housing units i;hat are being built tend to be smaller to re-flect
the fact there is a growing proportion of home buyers who are
young, career-oriented couples who do not plan to a have a large
faxmily; single professional people; and empty nesters.
The Philadelphia City Planning Commission's recent study of
housing trends revealed that although the total number of
individuals living in downtown Philadelphia has remained
relatively stable between 1970 and 1980, the number of households
increased by 117.. This means that the number of single and two
person households has increased dramatically (while the number of
larger households has decreased). The average household has
decreased to 1,87 person/househol d in the Center City area
(Neighborhood Service District Profiles, 19S2). These people are
prime candidates for new and renovated apartments and condos.
In Center City, 777. of all occupied units are lived in by rentees
and 237. are 1 i vt?d in by homeowners. The inventory of rental
units in this area increased 7.7. between 1970 and 1980, while
8
owner-occupied units increased by 277,.

13
On average, over the past -five years, 562 new units have been
ccDnstructed yearly in Center City, This was 98. 6X increase over
the 1963-72 period. The current rate or absorption for new
9
housing is now projected to be 645 units yearly.
The Logan Circle B.r-e^^ and the western portion in particular, has
experienced new housing construction in the past five years.
Only the Rittenhouse Squai.re/Center City West had more
constructi on acti vi ty.
An objective of the Planning Commission's recent housing survey-
was to find out more aibout the people who live in Center City and
why they chose to live there. Based on the demographic profile
of the respondents, it appears that the statistics revealed by
the study may be biased. Their education and income were
significantly higher than the median. However, there is some
Va 1 uable i n f or mat ion t hi a t c a n b e g a i n ed from the su r vey . More
people cited moving into the city for job or school -rel ated
reasons than any other reason. Society Hill, Qlde City,
Rittenhouse Square West and Logan Circle have attracted more new
residents from the suburbs than any other areas of the city.
Being close to work was one of the prime attributes that Center
City living afforded. The expansion of prof essi onsil service
industry jobs should help increase the absorption of housing
tremendously. Generally, the outlook for residential housing in
Center Ci ty 1 ooks bright.

According to the PennEylvania retail trade census data of .19B0,
there a.re 44 rnajar retail centers and three central business
districts representing nearly 4.300 stores in the Phi 1 adesl phi a
metropolitan ar-ea.. There are 1 « 66 million households in the
eight-county area, representing an e^-f-fective buying income o-f
444.7 billion. In 1932, retail sales were $19.9 billion.
There are 33 major shopping centers in the area.. According to
10
the Urban Land Institute, this amount will be su-f -f i ci €?nt to
accommodate demand -For the nest several years. Except for
Pathmark, supermarkets have not been e;;pandinq. however, o-f-f-
price outlet centers have been catching on. The home improve-
ment outlet has also been popular in the Philadelphia area.
Rental rates in downtown Philadelphia have increased dramatically
recently, A 3,000 sq. -f-t. store between Eiroad and ISth Streets
and on Chestnut or Walnut typically leases for $55/sq. ft..
There ha.s been some commerci al /retai 1 development in the Concourse
beneath Two and Three Penn Centers ($25/5q. ft.)
In the Market Street East area^ Gallery II and a J.C. Penney
store have been completed. They are located next to the Gallery
1, Gimbels and Strawbr i dges. Market Street East is becoming the
retail focus of downtown Philadelphia.
U
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Loyan South appears to be following many o-f the general trends
that Center City is -following. The area i mfnedi atel y surrounding
2133 Arch Bt„ is a successful blend of commercial and residential
development. There are small and medium size office buildings,
townhou.se units and hi -rise apartment dwellings. Much of this
area, has been rehabilitated in the past decade and only a few
isolated spots remain to be completed. In fact, about Ef5"/. of the
townhouses in the Arsa. have been newly built or renovated in the
past five years. Rivers" Edge and Westminster Arch, two
apartment buildings, are also fairly new.
The area is easily accessible by foot to 30th Street Train
Station(l/4 mile), the Greyhound Bus Terminal (1/3 mile) and City
Hal 1 ( 1 /2mi 1 e) . Public bus and subway lines stop within one
block of the building at 22nd and Arch and 22nd and Market- The
subway stop at Market will be renovated. A Schuylkill Expressway
entrance is located at 22nd Street, a +ew short blocks to the
north
.
Logan Circle, the Franklin Institute, Moore College of Art,
Philadelphia Public library and the Four Seasons Hotel are easily
within walking distance. The Art Museum and Fairmount Park are
ap p r OK i mat e 1 y on e m i 1 e away
.
The Central Business District of the city is creeping closer to
this Area as development continues west of Market Street and JFK
15

16
Blvd. (F'ECO is located at 23rd ?/ Market). The area is becoming
increasi ngly less "detached" irom the core oi the central
business district.
Rental rates in the strea. for of-fice space range Trorn SiED/sq. ft.
in the Scott Building to $13.50/s;q. -ft. in the building at 20th
and Arch Sts. The BioSciences Information Services Building and
a small building that Laventhol and Horwath (accounting firm)
use;s for some of its support staff,, 3.re also located on the
block. These Are all Class B buildings. The only space that is
available is 7,000 sq. ft. in the 20th and Arch building (street
level) and three small spaces in the BioSciences building. The
Laventhol and Scott buildings a.re fully occupied. These
buildings are all adequate but don't offer any excitement
in their design or atmosphere.
There is also a large residential community in the ^ire^.
According to the l?£i0 Census of Population and Housing, there 3.re
6,700 people living with in a three block radius to the north and
south and Broad Street and the Schuylkill to the east and west.
There are 4,755 housing units in these two areas combined, with
an average household size of 1.4 persons. There is a 5.77.
11
vacancy rate in the Are;3.u (Exhibit &)
Rental rates \'3.ry widely in the Ansa.. One bedroom apartments in
Westminster Arch, a hi -rise at 23rd and Arch Street, rent for
approximately $440/month and electricity; Trinity Row, a group of

17
townhouse renQvate into apartments by Historic Landrnart^s -for
Living avb: renting for a substantially higher price. One bedroDm
apartments range -from $500 to 3^630 per month plus electricity.
There a.re eighteen units in this development and over 75/1 were
rented be-fore construction was completed.
The majority of townhouse units between 20th and 22nd on Arch are
selling -for more than $150,000. The smaller ones on the side
streets sell for less at $80,000 to $100,000. However, when
Rivers Edge (at 23rd and Cherry) was -first built a.s a
condominium they didn't sell, so they are now rented out and
the building is -full.
There is daytime parking available on outdoor lots at 23rd and
Arch ($65/mo) and 22nd between Market and Arch. There is nor
overnight parking at any lots nearby the building. 1-f people
don't have their own garage, they have to park their cars on the
street. It is sometimes di-fficult to -find a. parking spot that
you can keep a C3.r both overnight and during the daytime.
Axter analyzing the area surrounding 2133 Arch I -felt that it
would be suitable as an o-ffice building or a residential
dwel 1 i ng
.
Although the neighborhood is -far -from per-fect and there are still
a -few buildings that need to rehabilitated it is close enough to
the center of downtown Phi 1 £idel phi a to represent a good
development opportunity., As the center o-f the city expands, this

r
B.rsfS. will appreciate in value. When Historic Landmarks for
Living came into the 3.r<53.^ my con+idence that this was a viable
place -For a renovation was -further substantiated.
I also considered the building by itseW-. It is located on the
northeast corner of the intersection of 22nd and Arch Streets.
The north and east facades of the building face alleyv-gays which
back up to other buildings. These two sides do not offer breat-
htaking views by any means. However, there is a courtyard
located in the center of the building. If used properly, this
could be a key selling feature. I feel that if the space could
be turned inward to focus on the courtyard, especial !>' on the
north and east sides, it could compensate for the outward view.
With residential apartments. if the apartments faced the
courtyard, people would lose their privacy. If hallways were run
around it, with entrances off of them, the building would lose
alot of the benefits that the courtyard could offer. With
offices, one could offer the courtyard view as highly desirable
space. Hallways could then be located on the outside rim of the
interior on those two sides. This would depend on who rented the
space and what their actual design needs were.
As parking is always an important consideration to would-be
tenants, it is felt that this attribute would be better serviced
by use of the building as office space. The daytime parking
situation (which is what offices use) is immediately available a
block away, while the nighttime situation is not optimistic.
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Th er e? i s n d r q
d
m on t hi e p r op er t y t d o f f er p ar k i n g .
Dne could rent 20% more square -Feet room using the building as
o-ffices rather than as residences. It would cost an additional
$15 a sq. ft. to renovate the building into apartments while
g en er at i n g on 1 y t- . 50 / s q , -ft. mor e i n r en t
.
2133 Arch St. has 26,00 rentable sq. -ft. Since close to 600,000
sq. -ft. of Class B space was leased in 1983, this property would
have a minimal impact on the 1984 supply of office space. I
believe the market will have no trouble absorbing this additional
space given the current market expenditures. In addition the
building will offer a different atmosphere than the typical Class
B office building.

llx. Slli DESCRIPTION
A. Location
2. The Neighborhood in the historical context o-f the City
Z'lZ'O Arch St. is located in a neighborhood this thesis identifies
as Logan South. Its boundaries are: to the north, Summer
,
Spring, and Race Sts. ; to the South, Cuthbert St.; to the east,
20th St.; and to the west, 23rd St. The contemporary stock of
real estate in the Logan South neighborhood accurately reflects
the changes the City of Philadelphia has undergone over the past
75 years.
Philadelphia has experienced the following changes during the
20th century; a turn-of -the-century manufacturing based economy
decay and dissolve by the close of World War 11, the City's
economy and population take a precipitous plunge during the
1950's and "oO's that was valiantly attacked with a. government
master plan (the objectives of which plan could only be achies'ed
with the endorsement and participation of the private sector);
and the 1970' s and 1980' s marked the coming of a second economy
to Philadelphia, one based on the private sector's service
i ndustry
.
The preceeding synopsis of Philadelphia's 20th century economic
history will be referred to in later reports. Because the City's
economic history closely parallels Logan South's this synopsis
will explain the order of changes Logan South has experienced to
20
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its building stock. Just as the genera I history o-f the city-
provides a frame in which to identi-fy Logan South so does the
Logan South neighborhood provide a -frame around 2133^ Arch St.
Ijl 2j,33 Arch St_^ in the cgnteMt of the Igcal^ i2i5; t)ui^l_di_na stock
2133 Arch St. was constructed on five residential 1 ots (2133-2141
Arch St.) and, according to a deed search I conducted in the
Department of City Records, the residential structures which
stood on these lots appeared to have been constructed during the
1860's. There are few e;;amples of residential dwellings from the
IS^Cs on Arch St. today, however the neighborhood remains
dominantly residential. New construction and adaptive re-use of
existing buildings in the past five yec"Ars were pivotal in
maintaining a residential character. Prior to, and concurrent
with, the recent residential development an influ;-; of
professional tenants have been shifting this section of Arch St.
from a residential base toward a commercial one. The remaining
buildings on Arch St,. between the river and 20th St., that
haven't been developed for either purpose haven't any singular
features which specifically identify them for either future
residential or commercial use. 2133 Arch St. is a typical example
of the buildings on Arch St., that could be developed for either
purpose - or both.
The real estate dynamics along Arch St., from 20th to 23rd Sts. ,
can also be found to the north on the numbered streets. The
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streets north and parallel to Arch, up to Logan Circle have
maintained their residential character with an older homogeneous
bui 1 di ng stock .
A door to door observation indicates the prof essi ana.l -commerci al
D-f-fice use, either in a new or old building, and the older
residential use a.rBa B.rB successful ; that is, they appear to have
the lowest vacancy rate.
The new residential properties B.re either large multi —family
dwellings near the river or townhouses east o-f the riverside
high-rises. The townhouse comple;-; which appears most appropriate
as a market barometer for 2133 Arch St. is an IB-unit residential
conversion, developed by Historic Landmarks for Living, at 2033
Arch St.
The professional, offices on Arch St. are both Grade A and Grade B
offices and both have a low vacancy rate. The grade A offices
are located close to the tail end of the commercial buildings on
JFK Blvd. and Market St. They are new constructions and have the
highest local rent and a low vacancy rate. The least successful
of these two buildings is located on the NW corner of 20th and
Arch St. Its lower success is attributable to vacant ground
floor r6;tail space,, (This thesis will alter point out the weak
demand for retail spacee at Grade A rates in this area.) The
grade B offices are located directly across the street from 2133
Arch St. The grade B offices were converted from a light
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upscaling in design or decoration. In consideration o-f the
iTiiniiTial amount of renovation work and the subsequent low vacancy
rate at a compieti t i ve rate, this building appears to have been a
Ver y su c c es s i u 1 i. n vest men t
.
£:jl Z5 jLe§L SyLiflEV of the Logan South Blu l_di^ng Stock
In the preceding survey I broadly characterized my visual
interpretation o-f the current real estate market in Logan South.
This survey is -further complemented with an invt^ntor-y of property
use for the years: 1934,, 1939 and ,1910 (E;;hi bi t A-1). These years
are: representative of key periods of time in the 20th centur-y
history of Philadelphia and 2133 Arch St. 19£)4 marks the year o-f
this survey and a new industry dominating Philadelphia; 1939
marks approximately one-half of 2133''s current age and a time
wh€€'n the City^s manufacturing based teconomy is about 'to make its
last hurrah to meet the manufaturing demands of World War II;
1910 marks the? first anniversary of 2133' s inaugeration into
public service and a very strong manufacturing based economy for
the City.
The following is an interpretation of the building survey I
conducted for the three periods noted:
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i . 1910
Exhibit A-2
In 1910 the Logan South neighborhood was completely developed
with 413 residential and 63 commercial structures; this ses'en to
one? ratio, however , does not accurately reflect the dominance
manufacturing and commerce had on this district. The western
boundaries and pockets to the north had hal-f a city block
engulfed with iron works, livery stables,, bakeries or other
commercial trades. Similarly, the 413 residential structures do
not reflect a residential dominated streetscape to any greater
degree than do today 390 residences. This misrepresentation is
attributable to a number of very smexl 1 factory houses located
adjacent to or on factory grounds.
ii. 1939
Exhibit A-3
The? pending demise of manufacturing in Logan South (and in
Philadelphia) is foreseen in the 1939 statistics: 272 residences
- a decline of 141 - and 49 commercial properties - a decline of
14. Again, the numbers 3.rB poor indicators of what had
transpired during the 30 year interim. The residential stock had
significantly declined but this decline included all the factory
rowhouse. The decrease in commercial concerns actually marked a
consolidation of small commercial and residential properties,
between 22nd, Arch, 23rd and Summer Sts., into a few large
commercial properties; typically some of the smaller factories-
arid liveries yielded to large motor c:B.r bus3. nesses. No less
significant in the 1939 survey is the first indication of vacant
lots, 42, in fact. Unfortunately , existing records do not
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indicate the number o-f adjoining vacant buildings, no doubt such
information would give an even harsher interpretation of the
nei ghborhDods decline.
iii. 1984
Exhibit A-4
The 19B4 survey provides enthusiastic figures for the future of
Logan South while masking the continuation of less positive
trends. Residential housing had taken a significant rebound: the
number of single family dwellings numbers 347 - an increase of
75 - and 43 former single family residences had been converted
into apartment houses. There are approximately 600 multi -family
and single family residential units in Logan South today. These
600 units BrB contained in 390 buildings which are as large or
larger than the 413 residential structures of 1910. It is likely
Logan South portrays a residential community to a greater degree
in 1984 than it did in 1910. When one also notes the
precipitous decline in commercial establishments, 49 to 14, the
residential character seems even more dominating.
The fipparently dominant residential character of Logan South is
not altogether an accurate reflection of the streetscape. The 42
vacant lots in 1939 expanded to 67 lots plus the equivalent of
131 additional vacant lots on which stands abandoned or vacant
commercial structures. A total of 19S lots are availiible or
further development. Consider this number in another
perspective: 19c3 lots would accommodate all the residences
constructed in Logan South ovBr the past five years, with two
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lots to spare. The increase in new residences came at a. cost o-f 81
demolished old residences, which was a decrease from the 141
demolished during the earlier interim. A portion o-f the current
67 vacant lots represents the 31 demolished residences and
another portion is represented by commercial structures that were
demolished rather than abandoned or left vacant. This profile of
vacant lots and buildings blemished what initially appears to be
a positive neighborhood profile.
Recent new construction was conducted on carefully chosen lots
that are as close to the existing community as are available. The
Logan South neighborhood has an abundance of land still available
to develop but there e;;ist5 a shortage of community atmosphere
surrounding that land.
Earlier I noted the decline in commercial establishments from 49
to 14, this change is a poor barometer of what potential exists
for future commercial development in Logan South. The local
commercial enterprises of 19S4 are all participants in the new
service based economy the City has fostered. These businesses
are more accurately identified as professional rather than
commercial. These businesses are located predominately on Arch
St. In converted or newly constructed buildings. The movement
of these professional concerns, however much smaller they have
be6?n than the residential development, have cl £ear ly spread great
enthusiasm and speculation among Logan South observers and
invesitors. The total activity of professional office
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construction or conversions has stood still -for approximately two
years in the area, however, each past development was la.rqe in
magnitude, relative to the housing developments, both in cost and
square footage. The next of -f ice development will likely be
similar in m£ignitude to the past projects.
To verify the preceding consider the following and their impact:
the Franklin Inst x tute?" s Research Center on 20th and Cherry
consume?d 30 residential lots; the building at 20th and Arch St.
consumed 10 residential lots; the Biosystems Building on 2l5t and
Arch consumed S residential lots but is twice as tall as the
other two buildings; and consider the yet to be developed 2133
Arch St. and the vacant warehouse diagonally across the street.
The latter two buildings are prime candidates to CBrt-y on this
westward migration of professional offices. The most a^ssertive
statement of this trend is the recent announcement by IBM to
construct 2 million square feet of office space at 20th and
Market Sts. This development would eclipse the combined
construction of all recent Logan South projects.
It is iippiirent- that the statistical data I accumulated portrays a
decline in commerce while neglecting to point out that the area
has reached a turning points professional building use has the
potential to skyrocket and eclipse the already rebounding
r es i d en t i a\ 1 d eve 1 opmen t s
.

1 v„ bummary
The precediriLj portraysl o-f the Logan South real estate market
over the last 75 years closely paralleled the opening description
o-f Philadelphia's history over the same period. There existed a
strong commerci al /manu.f actur i ng sector, supported by a large and
irrii-nedi ate residential population, both of whom le-ft the area
simultaneously. They left a vacant and abandoned urban landscape
to be developed by a new economy and a new generation.
The following chapter (D) will take a closer look at the existing
stock of vacant lots and buildings. A block by block
recommendation will be made regarding the mode and timing of
their future devel opiTrent . This analysis will begin with the
denser areas and proceed to the less dense areas. A description
of 2133 Arch Sts. ' future potential will close the chapter.
^i. E.'!lE:ie?cted Future Devel_DBments i^n Logan South
i. Presentation
The data I accumiul ated and collated was done in a manner to
determine past and present real estate dynamics of the
neighborhood. The objective of this data accumulation is to
determine the rate of growth in residential and commercial
construction and their geographic direction. This information is
integral to the primary objective: determining when certain
areas are most likely to experienced either residential or
commercial development. Accurately anticipating the mode and
28.
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buildings can provide an urban pioneer with the foresight to
invest in an area prior to its general development. This
investigation is undertaken to determine the strongest trends in
real estate development on Arch St., and speci + i cal 1 y which form
of development is best suited for 2133 Arch St.
Statistical data and on-sight observations indicate certain areas
of Logan South appear to be well established with their building
stock and ars unlikely to experience any noted change or a
significant period of time. The absence of vacant lots or
buildings and the homogeneous building use (resident i al ) on
Spring, Vanpelt, Lambert, Woodstock, Appletree and Buttonwood
Sts. ensures their streetscape continuity. The institutional,
professional and religious entities along 20th St similarly
ensures that streets's continuity. Summer St
. ^
with three vacant
lots adjacent to three vacant commercial structures on 23rd St.
is a likely candidate for new residential construction, perhaps
similar to the adjacent new 12 unit development on 23rd St.
Twenty third St., statistically, has the greatest available area
for development. When adjacent vacant Twenty Second St.
properties are considered together with the vacant 23rd St,
properties approximately one square block of vacant land is under
consideration. This block, bounded by Race and Cherry Sts.,
would be most easily marketed if new construction were to
encompass the entire block. The vacant properties along 23rd St.
are aesthetically less attractive than the properties closer to
the core of the neighborhood on 22nd St. The 23rd St. properties
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would be more diT-fiuult to market ir they were developed
initially and separately -from the 22nd Bt properties. The only
e;;i sting new devesl opments on 23rd St. were constructed on an
established residential block bounded by Summer and Race Sts.
It market demand or other economic constraints preclude a single,
block-wide development, then construction should begin with the
1 esjs isolated 22nd St. properties. The' vacant 22nd St.
properties are adjacent to both new and old occupied residential
structures, this is a positive -factor -for their marketability.
The vacant 22nd St. properties also have new residential
developments across the street, to the south and east, which lend
themselves to creating a neighborhood atmosphere. The 23rd St.
prop)t?rt i es, on the other hand, are bounded on three sides with
vacant lots and buildings and are too isolated to make a link
with those developed properties to the east and south.
A sm£\l 1 development along Race St. from 23rd St. to Closkey St.
is a viable consideration. Such a development would complete
Race St. and would give an appearance of an integral element to
the street rather than urban pioneer's outpost. A 23rd and Race
Sts. development is also attractive because it provides a closer
location to the local institutions which serve as nevi ghborhood
anchors and magnates.
The remaining properties available for development lie on Arch
St., including 2133 Arch St. The preceding properties that were
discussesd were specifically considered for residential use, this
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limitation (--Jas chosen in view o-f the limited pro-f essi onal
development in those areas. The professional development is
spotty, at best, to the north while assertively concentrated to
the south and especially along Arch St.
In an earlier chapter, discussing 1984 commercial development,
the conclusion stated Logan South is a prime location -for major
commercial development. And, as noted, there are particularly
strong indications that 2133 Arch St. will be the nent
pro-f essi onal o-f -f ice development when of -f ice construction starts
up again. One must keep in mind that while observers are
anticipating a break in the two yeAr absence of office
construction local residential construction has maintained its
momentum. There currently e;;ists strong market pressure to
convert 2133 Arch St. into residential units. The decision to
chose the correct building use for 2133 Arch is the objective of
this thesis.
E. Review
After surveying the neighborhood, 2133 Arch St. appears to be a
viable candidate for either commercial or residential use. This
thesis, then, will e;; pi ore the viability of developing this
property for both commericial and residential use. A
comprehensive analysis will be conducted for Grade B commercial
use and rental residential. In consideration of the weak local
and city-wide demand for the residential condominium it will not
be presented as a viable alternative. The current owner of the
property plans to develop it for Grade A uses his proposal will be
included in this thesis and compared to my two alternatives.

II. Site Description
B. 5< C. Historical and Architectural
The historical and architectural significance o-f 2133 Arch St.
are the integral -factors that established this building as rny
thesis site. This building possesses physical qualities that
deserve preservation considerations under any re-use plan. These
qualities include: a precedent in interior design as the first
American Juvenile Detention Center and a classical representation
of the Georgian Revival. In addition to possessing significant
design characteristics the building is a landmark to an urban
social evolution: recognising the adverse effects from incarcera-
ting juvenile delinquents with adults. The construction of this
building reflects the first municipal response to a growing
sentiment that sought to shelter children from prematurely
encountering the harshness of adult life.
These characteristics of the building have been professionally
documented in two National Register nominations. (The building is
not currently on the National Register.) The building was first
comprehensively documented in a pamphlet published by the
Philadelphia Board of County Commissioners commiemorati ng the
building's inaugeration into public service, December 19, 1908.
The successful nomination of the building to the National
Register will enable the owner to obtain investment ta;-; credits
for rehabilitating the building according to the standards
established by the Secretary of the Interior.
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II. SITE DESCRIPTION
D. Room Arrangemerft , Desciri pt i on , « Existing Conditions
2133 Arch Bt » was complete!-/ vacated in February, 1983 when the
City o-f Philadelphia moved the Juvenile Corrections Division to
more modern facilities. A recent tour of the building indicates
certain rooms may not have been used for up to 20 years. The
building's granite and brick exterior has experienced little
wear, other than peeling paint on wood trim, from the weather or
heavy use, nor • has the exterior experienced any alterations,
additions or desecrations. The building's interior has experien-
ced a few minor room divisions but otherwise closely reflects the
original roomi arrangement. The condition of the interior, how-
ever, is a marked contrast to the exterior: the paint has peeled
off every ceiling and most walls; cracked plaster is common and
there are rooms on every floor that have experienced extensive
damage to the plaster from water coming from either open windov-js
or leaking pipes. A number of individual rooms on the first and
second floor were apparently randomly chosen for alterations
which included suspended ceilings or recessed lighting. Exten-
sive retrofitted plumbing hangs from the ceiling and wraps around
the perimeter of each floor. There a.rE: four stairwells: tvjo are
formal with marble and deMzorative ironwork, they are located in
the middle of the east and west walls; across the corridor from
the formal stairwells and adjacent to the courtyard sire two
enclosed, smaller stairwells. All stairwells are intact and show
little wear. Extensive fire damage occurred to the S.W. first
floor corne?r room and ejx tensive flooding has been experienced to
33
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floor by floor conditions report presents the preceding survey
in greater detail.
1 . Basement
a. General Description
The basement floor lies four f^et below street level and the
ceiling height is seven and a hialf feet. Basement rooms wrap
around the courtyard perimeter and are separated by a corridor
from another ring of basement rooms which wrap around the
exterior perimeter. This room configuration traverses all
floors. There are street level entrances to the basement on 22nd
St. and at the rear of the building. The basement contains the
utility and support services for the building, which appear to
have been abandoned or neglected prior to the City's departure.
The most attractive features for preservation consideration are
the lighting fi!;tures - electric conversions from gas.
The following descriptions are conducted to establish room
orientation and to highlight the features for preservation
consideration:
b. Corri dor
The corridor wraps around the rooms facing the court and is
entered by the four stairwells or the street entrances. There are
no apparent details of signifcance. General conditions are dirty
and dilapidated.

northern corners, adjacent to the stairwells. The granite
partitions and wainscotting and ceramic tile floor is in-ferior to
the marble -finish found in the bathrooms on the upper floors.
The rooms have been neglected for a number of years.
d. Detention Cells
The cells ar^ clear statements of the building's former use but
B.re not original. They face the court along its south wall and
^^ccount for the remaining rooms encircling the court. A number
of the windows along this wall will be enclosed under the
proposed plans for development, limiting the uses for this areB..
I would prefer to leave the cells intact and try and use them as
a marketing tool to attract potential tenants.
Exterior Ring
d. Mechanical Rooms
These rooms arB located along the length of the north wall and
are two ste?ps below corridor level. Extensive flooding has
occurred and it is unlikely the mechanical systems are
,geable.
e. Utility S< Storage
Along the east and west exterior walls are located rooms which
contain remnants of janitor's supplies and miscellaneous junk.
The rooms lack any details of significance.

These? rooms ave located along the south exterior wall and are in
good condition,, A -few laxundry machines remain standing.
g „ Fen est r at i on
All windows have segmental arches and are barred.
2. First Floor
a . General Descr i pt i on
The -first -floor level is -five feet above street level, the
ceiling height is 12 feet. The first floor is raised to
accommodate the semi -submerged basement. The interior ring of
the first floor rooms closely mirrors the basement and upper
floors; the bathrooms are stacked adjacent to the stairwells; the
corridor rups along the north court wall while small office
cubicles separate the corridor from the court along the east,
west £^nd south walls.
The compostion of rooms uses includes: waiting room; courtrooms
counseling cubicles and administrative offices. The corridors
and bathrooms arB finished with marble floors and wai nscott i ng
.
Primary corridor archways ars made of marble and secondary arches
of oak as ave most corridor doors. F'l aster and paint decsiy is
prevalent throughout the floor. Unsecured windows have allowed
rain to damages plaster walls in offices along the north corridor.
Inner F;ing
b. Fsatbrooms and Office Cubicles
The bathrooms differ from the basement only in the use of
materi al s (marbl e rather than granite?). The office cubicles have

These rooms lack any architectural details o-f note.
Outer Ririg
c. WaitiriQ F^;ooiTi and Magistrate's O-f- f ice
The interior details o-f the Waiting RoomCS.E^ corner) and the
Magi strate"" s o-f -f i ce (3» W. corner) ar-B both highly intact » The
Magistrate's office has experienced fire damage but the plaster
egg and dart and dentil cornice, marble wfni nscott i ng and other
Georgian details have survived. The Waiting Room has no fire
damage and contains the same details.
d . other of^ f^ i ces
Surrounding the exterior perimeter o-f the building are
administrative offices of various sizes (due to numerous
subdivisions ovt3r the years). The upper -floors' room arrangement
closely mirrors these rooms in -function though their actual
dimensions may vary. Thn^se roomis lack signi-ficant -features +Dr
pr eser vat i on
.
3. Second Floor
a. General Description
Cracked plaster and peeling paint is prevalent, a
leaking pipe in the recreation room has ruined the local plaster.
Inner Ring
The inner ring of rooms surrounding the court consist of
stairwells, bathrooms and office cubicles of the same dimensions
and details as the -first -floor.

Outer Ring
The outer ring of rcDoms surrounding the eiiterior perimeter
consists D-f staf-f apartments, recreation rooms and counselling
o-f-fices., Along the south wall, above the waiting room, entrance
vestibule and magistrate's o-ffice, is a large recreation room
with -folding dividing v-jalls. The most unique aspect o-F this room
is its large size when the walls are -folded open.
Immediatel-y to the north o-f the recreation room, along the east
and west corridors, are the former apartments o-f supervising
staf-f members. The apartments are two room, one bath, units; the
east unit has a bay window. The baths contain decorative raised
relief wall tiles. The apartments are otherwise simple
configurations lacking any e;;ceptional details.
4. Third Floor
General Description
Inner Ring
The inner ring of rooms surrounding the court mirrors the
second floor. In the middle of the south side of the ring bcb
stairs leading to the fourth floor Boys Play Room and the roof
recreation area.
Outer Ring
Along the north wall, from the east to the west wall, is the
kitchen, dishroom, and dining rooms for staff and residents.
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It is unlikely these rooms have been used for their original
-function -for at least 15 years.
Along the west w£ill are former medical eiiami nat i on rooms.
Their function was discernible only by literature and forms lying
on the floor and their proximity to cubicles along the inner
ring. Along the east wall is another staff apartment and office.
5. Fourth Floor '
The Fourth floor is Jess than one-third the si^e of the
lower floors and is divided into two sections inaccessible to one
another. The south section contains si>; cubicles that were
residential bedrooms. These cubicles appear to have been used
solely for storage for the past 20 years. The plaster is intact
and the paint is p ee 1 i n g
.

III. MIXED USE
A. DESIGN PLAN
1 ) . Exteri or
The -future use plan -for 2133 Arch St. will not a-f-fect any changes
to the' original elements of its enterior -facade. This facade
will experience a professional cleaning and restoration of
mortar, brick and stone. In addition, all woodwork, iron
railings and hardware will be restored to its orginal condition
and design. Particular attention will he gi'ven to facade
maintenance f^or two purposes; aesthetics - to attract potential
tenants - and to meet the requirements of a facade easement. The
building will be nominated to the National Register of Historic
Places to obtain the e-issociated ta;-; benefits.
2) Interior
a . General Demol i t i on
The building will experience select changes to its interior.
Demolition will be limited to rooms which lack historic or
architectural significance. Zones will be established for the
historic preservation of rooms wihich had particular -functions and
which contain details that denote its significance. These zones
will include:: front hal-f of the first floor; select rooms on the
SE?cond and third floor and a portion of the fourth floor.
Under general demolition, consideration will be given to bearing
walls by leaving support columns intact and straddling them with
steel "I" beams. In addition, shorrinq will be introduced. Note
should be given that this building was constructed during a
period of less than exact understanding of structural
40
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engi neeri ng , as a consequence, contractors and architects
commonly overbuilt. The Bourse^ with steel -frame construction
and with 40" thick -first -floor w£ills, is a. contemporary example
of eMcessi've conservation in engineering. One should also note
thiat original drawings are available which will greatl-y diminish
the chances for an architect to neglect structural limitations.
In addition to o-ffice wall demolition, the north and south walls
of the interior court will experience a limited demolition and
will be replaced with a glass curtain wall with spandrel panels
designating -floor divisions. The vertical length o-f each floor's
glass curtain wall will be similar in length to existing windows.
The major demolition will be the ^r-ea between each window. A
centrally located support colunm will be le-ft intact to pro-vide
addi'tional shorring. Horizontal support bracing may be introduced
behind the floor-dividing spandrel panels. A f 1 oor-to-f 1 oor
glass curtain wall is not being installed because it won't
attract enough tenants willing to pay the higher rent necessary
to compensate for its costs. A glass curtain wall is a feature
representative of Grade A office space and would look
inapfjropr i ate in this Grade B building.
Demolition will also include the removal of two stairwells. There
ars: currentl'v four stairwells, two of which come close to meeting
contemporary firecodes and which also provide a means of egress
from each floor to the street. The two other stairwells are
superfluous;; the area they occupy could be rentable floor space
i f removed
.
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b. General Construction
New construction to the building will include: glass curtain
walls ( mentioned earlier); a self-supporting hydraulic elevator
systeeiTis an atrium root; a roof deck; walls, ceiling and flooring;
bathrooms and plumbing; H'v'AC; and re-wiring and lighting.
A second elevator will be introduced to the building to
complement the existing service elevator. The new elevator will
be located in the south east corner of the court. The elevator
is loccited in the atrium as a self-supporting system in order to
avoid the compjl i cat i ons and risks of cutting through each floor.
The glass elevator also complements the high-tech, Grade A
environment we are; trying to create. The elevator^s self-
supporting, steel skeleton will be anchored to the atrium floor
and secured to the east and south walls. The mechanical system
will be located on top of the elevator, above the fourth floor
roof line. The skeleton will be wrappted with glass. The
elevator cab will be a double entry system: entering the cab from
the atrium through the west doors and exiting to a reception area
through the east doors.
Since the atrium floor is four feet below the first floor, a set
of steps designed to miatch the exterior entrance steps will be
installed in the center of the south atrium wall along with
entrance doors. The main corridor will lead s'isitors directly to
the atrium and the elevator.
The atrium will be enclosed with a glass pryramid roof. A smoke
evacuation system will be located along the perimeter of the
atrium roof line and will be recessed. The atrium is enclosed to
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provide rentable floor space to basement tenants, especially for
a restaurant., In addition, the atriuiTi will provide a pleasant
view of greenery and people -for the tenants above.
Above the atrium, on the roo-f, will be constructed a wood deck to
provide a fresh-air amenity -for either the exclusive use o-f the
fourth floor teneant or all of the buildings occupants. The deck
will include furniture and landscaping. F'rior to the
introduction of the roof deck, the building will receive a new
roof .
Concurrent to the major construction and succeeding the interior
demolition, new office spaces will be constructed and new
me c. h an i. c: a 1 ,, elect r i c a 1 p 1 um b i n g and HVAC will b e i n s t a 1 1 e d .

III. MIXED USE
C. Individual Floor Design
1 ) . Basement
The? mi;;ed use plan -for the building will demolish a similar
number o-f walls as the commercial plan proposed, however less new
construction will be introduced. Basement level commiercial
development will not be intensely emphasized. Medical o-F-fice
space? will be marketed and atenant e;;erci5e room is planned with
consideration for future alteration as a privately operated
fitness club. Half of the remaining basement area is designated
for tenant storage, mechanical systems and janitor's closet; the
other half of the basement will be left as an undeveloped shell
for a number of possible uses including: medical office, fitness
club, or first floor commercial tenant expansion or new
commercial ventures.
2. First Floor
The first floor will e;;perience the same degree of demolition as
the commercial plan calls for and will receive similar new
electrical, mechanical £ind plumbing.
The first floor most succinctly conveys the mi;;ed use theme. The
front half of the building, from the south wall of the courtyard
to Arch St., will be divided into four professional office
44
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Epaces;; the rear ha\I-f will be d:i vi de-?d into six residential
apartments - -four two-bedroom and two one-bedroom.
Two D-f-fices will be 650 square -Feet and two will be 800 square
-Feet., The public will gain access to the of -F ices -from the main
e>ntrance on Arch St, but egress is available at two secondary
residential entrances -for emergency evacuation. The o-F-fices Av-e
targeted for occupancy by an insuremce -firm, a bank^ a realtor
and an accountant. The bank tenant is a particular/ sought a-fter
tenant while the other tenants may be of other professional
occupations. As in the comixiercial plan the entrance vestibule
will house an automatic teller machine.
The residential apartments range in siz'e between 550 and 650
square feet. Four of the si;-; apartments are along the north wall
and may be the most difficult to lease. The other two apartments
are located to the east aind west of the courtyard. F'articular
attention was given to arranging these apartments so that some
original features of the building could be drawn upon to create a
special amenity for an apartment. The courtyard, eMterior
windows, and private streetside entrances were some major
original elements which were integral in arranging rooms.
The two central rear apartments have a north view of a brick wall
at a distance of 12 feet, this makes renting these units rather
difficult. This hurdle is overcome by turning the prospective
tenants view inward - towards the courtyard. The courtyard will
serve as an elevator lobby for the residents on the upper floors
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and as an extension o-f the apartment -for the ground -floor
tenants. The courtyard will be a lush atrium with plant life
changing the atmosphere from brick to vegetation. In addition,
there will be chairs, benches, tables and a fountain to create a
park-like refuge. The adjoining property's brick wall to the
north will become inconsequential in relation to the advantage of
looking to the south and enjoying a sylvanian setting year-round.
The two center, rear apartments are entered through a vestibule,
set in the heart of the atrium along the north wall.
The two north corner apartments do not have a view across the
atrium but they are bathed in either morning or afternoon
sunlight. The remaining two apartments enjoy both direct
sunlight and a view and access to the atrium. All residents may
enter the atrium either through the main corridor off of Arch St.
or through one of thie two secondary entrances on either 22nd or
But.ton wood Sts.
The disincentives of ground floor occupancy are further abated by
the^ raised first floor, which is approximately five feet above
street level, thus window ledges are out of sight and reach.
3„ Second and Third Floor
The second and third floor are exclusively for residential use
with 11 apartments per floor. There will be no more than four
two-bedroom units and possibly none at all. In an interview with
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Ann Eiailey, a residential realtor at Jackson-Cross, I was ad'vised
to avoid two bedroom apartments L.inless they were large - ov&r
1000 square -feet - and had two bathrooms. I don't believe this
building can maximize its revenue potential by sacri-f icing
rentable floor space with extra bathrooms. Four two-bedroom
apartments wii:h two be^.throoms, rather than one bathroom, would
consume the space o-F one one-bedroom units. Approximately $600
in rent revenue would be lost which the more luxurious two-
bedroom apartments could not compensate. There will be three
studio apartments located along the piiiddle o-f the south wall.
The se^cond floor rear apartments are still burdened with a brick
wall to the north but it does not extend above the third floor
windows. The rear apartments vjere again given extra
consideration. They are larger than most of the other apartments
- though no larger than their counterparts on the first floor -
and the-jy sire two bedroom units. These apartments also receive
more natural sunlight through the atrium due to their closer
proximity to the open sky.
The third floor apartments will likely lease out first and should
demand a higher rent per unit than the other units. The street
below has become inconsequential while views of the city beyond
have? become an attraction. Only two apartments on the third and
second floors look over the atrium. This arrangement provides a
far greater level of privacy than if other apartments were
located across the atrium.
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The third -floor apartments will likely lease out -first and should
demand a higher rent per unit than the other units. The street
below has become inconsequential while views o-f the city beyond
have become an attraction. Only two apartments on the third and
second floors look over the atrium. This arrangement provides a
far greater level o-f privacy than i -f other apartments were
located across the atrium.
4. Fourth Floor
The -fourth -floor consist o-f six, 325 square -foot studio
apartments. The fourth floor is approximately one-third the size
of the lower floors. Maximum revenue potential, per square foot,
is expected from these studio apartments because of their
excl usi veness. One unit, in the north-west corner will have a
private roof deck. The caged outdoor recreation area for the
former residents will be remodeled to provide roof deck amenities
for all the residential tenents. The roof deck i s an amenity
that complements the theme the building is stressing - an escape
from the traditional form of urban living and a return to
enjoying the natural provisions of life: sunlight, fresh air, and
exercise in a peaceful atmosphere.
d. Concluding Remarks
2133 Arch ST. was acquired for mixed use development for the same
reasons it was chosen for commercial development - it had the
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4,. Fourth Floor
The -fourth -floor consist ot^ si;;, 325 square -foot studio
apartments. The fourth -floor is appro;; i matel y one-third the size
D-f the lower -floors. Maximum revenue potential, per square -foot,
is expected -from these studio apartments because o-f their
e;!cl usi veness. One unit,, in the north-west corner will have a
private roo-f deck. The caged outdoor recreation area -for the
•former residents will be remodelt?d to provide roo-f deck amenities
for all the residential tenants. The roo-f deck is an amenity
that complements the theme the building is stressing - an escape
•from the traditional -i-orni o-f urban living and a return to
enjoying the natural provision-s of lifes sunlight, fresh air, and
e;;erc.ise in a peaceful atmosphere.
d . Con c: 1 ud i ri g Rema r" k:
s
2133 Arch ST. was acquired for mixed use development for the same
reasons it was chosen for commercial development - it had the
necessary ingredients for success: good location, market demand
and adaptability. Though this is a small development, 34
residential and 6 commercial units, it requires uncomplicated
construction and is marketed to an easily identifiable market
segments The building is a small but very sound and manageable
project. Appro;; i matel ey 22/1 of the building will be secured with
5-year leases and the remainder of the building is marketed to
the increasingly secure young professional niarket segment. As
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noted in the city-wide and local market Burveys the two most
dominant factors in the Philadelphia community stre the ejipanding
service industry and those who manage it - the young
pro-f essi anal s. 2133 Arch St will prciV3.de the work and living
space that each of these factors demand and in an atmosphere that
d i st i n g u i sh e-?s t h e i r ac h i evemen t „

III. Development Plan - Mi;;ed Use
B. Financial Information
2n Financial Highlights
i. Risks
ii. Notes ?< Assumptions
To present a comprehensive analysis o-f an iicutal preservation
development plan this thesis has established a mock corporation.
The object o-f estaibl i shi ng a. corporr^tion is to understand how
it serves as a conduit between the government and the investors
and between the tenants and the investors. This conduit will
channel the ta;-; bene-Fits from the government and the revenues
from the tenants to the investors.
The following "Risks" and "Notes and Assumptions" 3.y~e presented
in the form of a contemporary corporate real estate development
prospectus. The significant variables stated in the Mixed Use
financial summary a.re: herein explained.
There are three development plans presented in this thesis: 1).
Mixed Uses 2),. Commercial Class B and 3). Commercial Class A.
The latter two development plans will only have "Notes and
Assumptions" ammendments preceeding their financial summaries.
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III. MIXED USE
F I NANC I AL I NFORMAT I ON
Commercial Development
Introdu.cti on
2133 Arch St. is owned by a partnership o-f John E. Doyle, as
general partner, and a syndication o-T limited partners. This
association will be known as the "Partnership". The p£-trtnershi p
will acquire the existing building and land located at 2133 Arch
Street in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania -From the Harold B. Hess
Realtors. The cost o-f land and improvements thereon will be
$500,000. Also, at closing, the Partnership will complete the
renovation o-f the e;;i sting building to office use at a cost of
$1,269,000. Construction is to be completed prior to January 1,
1985. Construction is financed by a Construction Loan from
Continental Bank of Philadelphia in the amount of $1,520,000.
The Partnership will then obtain perrrianent financing from the
same institution in the form of a construction "take out"
mortgage. Continental Bank will also provide a temporary Bridge
Loan in the amount of $600,00 which is secured by the investor
notes (of the limited partners).
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Ki:>K rALiUK:>
l| The purchase of the Units involves certain risks and is
' suitable only for persons of substantial financial means who have
J^i~ no need for liquidity of investment.
1- Possible Insufficiency of Cash Flow to Pay Mortgages and
Other Partnership Obligations . There is not assurance that the
operation of the Property will produce net income. In this case,
1^.
the Partnership could have insufficient cash flow to pay the
expenses, including debt service, resulting in possible
S foreclosure. The General Partner has no obligation to provide
a' funds to the Partnership, even if its failure to do so will
result in foreclosure and adverse tax and other consequences to
1 Limi ted Partners. .
2. Balloon payment Under Mortgage . Although the principal
amount of the mortgage note will be amortized on a 30 year
schedule, on the eighth anniversary of the purchase of the
B Property, its entire principal balance will become due in a
"balloon" payment. Absent sale or refinancing, it 1s unlikely
that the Partnership will fund this obligation. The obligation
to make this payment may adversely affect the Partnership's
ability to dispose of the property on satisfactory terms.
3. General Risks of Real Estate Ownershlp-Hon-DI versifi-
cation . Uncertainty of cash flow, adverse changes in local
market conditions, population trends, neighborhood values, tax
rates, fiscal policies, uninsured losses beyond General Partner
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control, economic conditions, and uneinpl oyemnt rates -- because
the Partnership has only one property, it is relatively more
vulnerable to these conditions than a diversified business.
A. Federal Income Tax Considerations .
a) "At Risk" Limitation. Limited Partners are not
permitted to deduct losses in excess of the anount they have "at
risk" in the Partnership. Currently, each Limited Partner's
amount is regarded as the at risk sum for the entire property
rather than a pro rata share, which includes the entire mortgage
amount. To the extent that the IRS modifies this amount, adverse
tax consequences will result.
b) Section 183. This provision disallows certain deduc-
tions for activities not engaged for profit. Profit motive is
presumed in cases where gross receipts exceed deductions for two
of five years prior to the taxable year. Although the
Partnership will incur losses for the first years of operation.
Section 183 currently provides an exemption or appreciation of
property value.
c) Classification of the Partnership as a Corporation and
Taxable As Such. There can be no assurance that the IRS will not
classify the Partnership as a corporation although the Partner-
ship satisfies all conditions for partnership tax status.
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d) Possible Disallowance of Deductions. There is no
assurance that the all deductions claimed by the Partnership and
allocated among the Limited Partners will be permitted by the
IRS. If the allocation does not have substantial economic
effect, each partner's share of income, gain, loss, deduction or
credit, the IRS will not permit them as tax benefits.
e) Fee Amortization. The Partnership's deduction of var-
ious fees may be determined as excessive, not part of ordinary
and necessary expenses, or requiring longer amortization periods.
f) Sale or Disposition. The IRS may contend upon audit
that all or part of property was held by the Partnership at the
time of sale primarily for sale to customers in the normal course
of the Partnership's business. If such a contention is
successful, the gain on dispositon would be treated as ordinary
Income. This determination Is a factual one based, among other
things, on the nature and purpose of Initial acquisition,
duration of ownership, frequency of sales, etc.
5. Counsel. ie*tained by the Partnership has advised that any
litigation on these ' 1 ssues would most likely be favorable to the
Partnership, altTiough no guarantee as to the result is possible
given the complexity of and lack of clear authority regarding
these tax matters.
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6. No Obligation of General Partner to Provide Funds . The
General Partner has no obligation to provide funds to the Part-
nership even if this will result in foreclosure of the property.
7. Factors Affecting Projected Tinancial Statements and
Future Operations . The projected financial statements of the
Partnership are based on many assumptions. The Partnership has
no control over these, including but not limited to: the
continuation of certain provisions of current federal, state and
local tax laws; positions taken by the Partnership for federal
tax purposes; occupancy rates; changes in economic conditions and
Increases In operating expenses.
8. Mewly Organized Partnership . The Partnership is newly
organized and has no operating history.
9. m Iquldl ty . A Limited Partner would be unable to
liquidate their investment without adverse tax consequences. The
units, furthermore, would not be readily acceptable as collateral
for loans.
10. Non-PartJclpatlon . The mangement of the affairs of the
Partnership is vested exclusively in the General Partner. Any
Limited Partner, to preserve the status of the Partnership,
cannot make decisions which may materially affect the value of
their Investment.
KmrnmBBsamsarmrmfsm!^
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11. Historical Registry Petition Fails . The Partnership
has filed a petition to place the property on the Historical
Registry, which will result in significant tax benefits to the
Partnership. Although all studies indicate that the property
will be approved, a failure to do so will result in adverse
consequences.
12. Rejection of Facade Easement . The Partnership filed
for a charitable contribution in the form of a facade easement
against the property. The General Partner has determined that
this provision is in the best interests of the Partnership
although it may affect subsequent resale value. If rejected, the
Partnership will loose this deduction, with resultant adverse tax
effects.

2133 Arch Associates
(A Pennsylvania Limited F'artnershi p
)
NOTES AND ASSUMPTIONS TO THE PROJECTIONS
(Mixed Use Development)
A. Description o-F the Partnership
A total of 30 Limited Partnership interests B.rB being o-f-fered at
$24,00 each. For purposes of the projections, it is assumed
that Closing will occur July 1, 1984 and that all 30 interest
will be sold by that date. The Property will be placed in
service January 1, 1985.
1. Rent Base — rentals for the completed building assumed
26,00 square feet of rentable arBB.'. 20,000 s.f.. Residential '^
$12.60; 6,000 s.f. Commercial 3 12.00. These figures were
obtained from interviews with commercial and residential real
estate brokers at Jackson Cross and after personal consideration
of comparable rental rates for similar office buildings in the
2. Total E>;pen5es — expenses amount to appro>; i mat 1 y 3.50 per
square foot with residential tenants paying their utilities.
3. Mortgage Rates — Mortgage rates were determined in
consultation with Neal McGlinn of Continental Bank.
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4. Guarantee Fees — -fees charged according to consultation
with representatives o-f Continental Bank.
5. Capitalization Rates — a standard rate o-f 9"/. o-f nets
operating income for sale is used by Butcher ?< Singer. These
projections will assume additional spreads for purposes of
compari son
.
6. Management Agreement Fee — a 47. rate is determined in
consultation with representatives of F;odin Management, Inc.
7. Depreciation — depreciation will be on a straight-line
basis with a 15 yBar life given the requirement , to obtain an
In-vestment Ta>; Credit, 'that ACR'S cannot be used.
S. Investor Relations Fee —will be paid to the GP for
expenses incurred in the offering of the Partnership.
9. Cost of the Property — determined by the recent selling
price paid by Dr. Evans, the current owner.
10. Improvements - Total improvements B.rB itemized in a
subsequent section
11. Depreciable Base — itemized in a subsequent section
12. Sales Commission — includes *43,000 Broker^'s fee on sale
of the building plus *70,000 fees to the Placement Agent of the
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Of -f eri ng .
13. General Partner F'ayments — this amount includes costs o-f
advice and services made in connection with the offering.
14. ITC Amount — represents 257. of the value of improvements
on the building, assuming historic certification.
15. Facade Easement — represents 97. of total building value
at cost as a charitable contribution to PHF'C. Donation made in
second year and carried forward five years.
16. Bridge Loan — will be obtained from Continental Bank to
fund operating deficits.
17. Limited Partner Capital Account — maintains amount owed to
LP upon sale or refinancing; equal to original equity plus 10/1 non-
cumulative annual return which, for the Mixed Use plan, has zero
accumul ati on
.
IS. Expenses — Due to tenant obligation to pay utilities
expenses will be appro;; i mat ly $2 less per s.f. than the
commercial cost break down.
19. Amortization of Expenses — SSame as Commercial Plan
20. ITC Value — is dollar for dollar reduction in tax
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liability assuming 507. rate. ITC value is carried forward -five
years, starting in year one. The tax bene-fits o-f the facade
easement and the ITC Are carried forward to avoid a ta;; writeoff
in e::;cess of 2.5:1, A high writeoff r£it.io will attract an IRS
audit,, which must be avoided in consideration of defense costs,
not. ill egal 1 1 i es
.
The Partnership Agreement Provides the Following Allocations:
1. Cash Flow Per Year
Limited Partners 997.
General Partner . 17.
2. Taxable Income (Losses)
Limited Partners 997.
General Partner 17.
3. Distribution of Proceeds in Year 5 (Sale or Refinancing)
Limited Partners 757.
General Partners 257.
C. Financing
1. Construction Loan
The Partnership will obtain a Construction Loan from Continental
Bank in the amount of $1,996,500. Interest on the Construction
Loan is payable monthly at a fixed rate of 1571. The Partnership
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will pay $30,000 as a Guarantee Fee -for the Construction Loan.
The Loan is non-recourse. The Construction Loan will extend over
a -four month period.
2. Permanent Loan
Upon completion of improvements, the 'construction Loan will be
repaid with the proceeds from a F'ermanent Loan from Continental
which will "take out" the Construction Loan. The Permanent Loan
will bear a 157. interest rate, payable monthly and interest
only. A "balloon" payment is due in seven years with two one-
year options to renew. The Partnership will pay $40,000 as a
guarantee -fee. The Permanent Loan is non-recourse.
3. Bridge Loan
The? Partnership will obtain -from Continentsl Bank a temporary
loan in the sum of $850,000 to fund operating deficits. The Loan
bears interest at 12/'..
D. Depreciation
The following costs have been included in the depreciable basi
of the Project:
Existing Building (Land $100,000) $ 600,000
i mp r ovemen t
s
1,945, 000
Less ITC Adjustments ' 1243^1251
Building Depreciable Basis 2,301,875
Real Estate Broker Fee 10,000
Paiyments to General Partner 25,000
Professional Fees 5.000

III. MIXED USE
C. PROPOSED TENANTS
The commercial plan and mixed use plan each have di-f-ferent
marketing strategies, development costs and revenue potential.
Under the commercial plan the entire building is constructed and
marketed -for a. speci-fic market segment. This orientation allows
for homogeneous construction materials and plans in addition to a
homogeneous miarketing strategy. A mixed use plan, on the other
hand, requires two distinct construction programs and marketing
strategies in pursuit o-f two rriarket segments. The mixed use plan
is a more complex plan which requires a more comprehensive
analysis o-f construction and marketing.
Commer c i al Segment Mar ket i ng PI an
a. Basement
The premium first floor offices will likely lease out more
rapidly than the less exclusive basement offices. The basement
off ices p then, will incur higher marketing costs, have a higher
initial vacancy rate and yield a lower income. It is financially
more attractive to limit marketing and development of the
basement to a small market segment which is most likely to
1 ease, speci f i cal 1 y the medical profession.
The veterinary and medical doctor do not require a store front or
a street level access. They require a reputable location in an
atmosphere that complements their professional services. Such a
tenant does not require additional mechanical services as a
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restauranteur does, thus constructi ori costs can minimized. The
medical profession is less likely to break a five-year lease and
is more likely to continue re-leasing than most alternative
tenants; the potential for expansion is also viable.
The? tenant exercise room is initially established to attract the
increasingly health conscious professional as a tenant. A
portion of the? deevel CDpment costs of this arBA, including
equiprrient, will be recognized in the marketing budget. It is
most preferred to i mmedi atc-?l y lease this space, as an exercise
club, to a private enterprise. Marketing this space to
prospeect i ve fitness club entrepren6?urs is much easier when it is
functioning as an established fitness center than when it is an
unfinished she:ll. The security of long term leasing is not as
secure with a fitness club as with the medical profession but it
doe-js have the potential to expand. Perhaps the most important
aspects of such a tenant are the minimal construction costs and
t h e eas i 1 y i d en t i f i ab 1 e p r osp ec t i ve i n vest or s
.
The remaining vacant basement area is left undeveloped to
maximize flexibility for prospective tenets. This space will not
be aggressively marketed by the owners because the limited market
appeal requires an extensive marketing campaign to le?ase out.
The strategy of minimizing development ai the basement is due to
unsuccessful Philadelphia precedents in similar pursuits.
Spe?ci f i cal 1 y , the high vacancy rate for the Bourse's stylish
commercial basement space is a strong indication of the high
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2„ First Floor
The +irst -floor pro+essional tenents will locate at 2133 Arch St.
to attract business -from the young professionals in the Logan
South neighborhood. The most sought a-fter tenant is a bank to
open a -full service branch in one o-F the center o-f rices. The
nearest bank is located at 23rd and Market Sts. , though this
appears close enough to attract the Logan South clientele the
equi'valent o-f the Great Wall of China (JFK Blvd. ?< the commuter
rail line) separates that bank from Logan South.
The? three other offices will be occupied by professionals
representing support services: accounting, law, real estate and
insurance. These businesses will be retail oriented, offering
their services to individuals in Logan South.
The development of an urban residential neighborhood is similar
to the development of a small town. The primary needs are
immediately provided for and as the community grows certain
members will prefer to patron local services for their
convenience rather than to travel to where competition maintains
a lower price level. Logan South is a growing community that in
addit.ion to obtaining professional services will inevitably find
a large grocery store and later a full service gas station
located among its many other "natural" neighborhood businesses.
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3. First - Fourth Floor
The prospective residential tenents ars young pro-f essi onal s
seeking attractive interim housing until they are able to
purchase their own home - possibly in Logan South. The rent will
be less than hal-f the monthly mortgage payment -for a townhouse
across the street but will be as higher or higher than the rent
at Trinity Row, 2033 Arch St., and higher than the Warminster, at
2300 Arch St. ^
Two bedroom apartments €^re marketed to both couples who desire a
second room as a study or occasional guest room and to
individuals who desire but can not singularly a-f-ford the
accommodations 2133 Arch St. provides.
The one bedroom apartment is marketed to the pro-f essi onal who is
willing to spend a greater portion of his disposable income on
housi ng
.
The studio apartment is marketed to the romantic, to the person
willing to forego space-'for the intangible benefits of a view,
unobstructed sunlight and the outdoors. This person will likely
stay here one year and then find the calling to return to the
Adirondacks too strong to ignore any longer.

V. COMMERCIAL CLASS B
A„ DESIGN PLAN
1. Exterior (Same as Mixed Use Plan)
2. Interior
1. General Demolition (Same as Mixed Use Plan)
ii. General Construction (Same as Mixed Use F-'lan)
iii. Individual Floor Design
iii. Individual Floor E'esign
1 ) . Basement
The basement level will probably experience the greatest chainge.
Special construction will be necessary -for the restaurant area so
that a restauranteur could move in and establish a business
promptly. New construction would not include kitchen equipment
but would include all the requirements -for health and
-Firecodes, i.e., ventilation and sprinkling.
The basement will also contain a men's and women's locker room
which, among other considerations,, requires extensive plumbing.
A planned third tenant is a medical pro-f essi onal who will require
amenities for patient care. Though the tenant will design and
construct his own interior, there must -first exist adequate
plumbing and electrical -for individual examining rooms.
2) . First Floor
Extensive preservation will be applied to the -first -floor's
architectural details and room arrangement. The -first -floor
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contains two rooms and an entrance corridor that are eKtensively
decorated with Georgian details. A central staircase, -formerly
located at the end o-f the entrance corridor, will be
reconstructed to complete the -f-irst f 1 oor " s historic zone.
The iiTiportance o-f preserving these spaces on the first -floor
extends beyond their architectural details and includes the
historical importance the building represents among juvenile
penal institutions. As the first juvenile detention center it
was the prototype for other municipalities. Within this historic
structure the -First floor contains the most significant rooms in
the entire building and were the rooms most frequented by the
public.
The importance of establishing historic zones is integral to
obtaining ta;-; certification for rehabilitating the building. The
demolition to the building's less significant areas could
adversely affect the building's eligibility for t£^!-; benefits,
however, the special treatment historic zones receive can negate
the objections and repercussions of necessary demolition.
Necessary demolition on the first floor includes offices to the
west, south and east of the court and removal of existing
plumbing, heating and lighting. Each floor will be heated and
cooled by individual heat pumps. Electricity will be also
individual Iv monitored.
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The -first -floor is being planned -for three tenants. The o-f-f;ices
will be 3,200, 1 ^ 300 and 1,800 square -feet, respectively. Eacih
of -f ice will have its own lavatories. All three o-f-fices will be
accessible -from both the main entrance on Arch Street and a
secondary entrance on 22rrd Street. The largest o-f-fice will
occupy the eastern hal-f of the building. The 1,300 square -foot
o-f-fice will be located in the northwest corner and along the
northern atrium wall. The largest of -f ice is being targeted -for
bank occupaincy. A vestibule at the entrance o-f the building is
planned to house ^-m automatic teller machine while providing
limited access to the building.
3. Second Floor
The second -floor does not contain Georgian details as does the
•first -floor and the existing room arrangement does not re-flect
the -former use o-f the building. There are two rooms which should
receive some consideration -for preservation: the Super i ntendant ' s
and Matron's apartments. These rooms lack unique or attractive
details but they 3.rB intact and re-flect their original -function.
The second -floor is being targeted -for a single tenant. Two
pairs D-f lavatories will be provided, They will be adjacent to
the stairwells to maintain compactness and provide maximum
flexibility o-f room arrangement. The second -floor, as well as
the third and -fourth, will be ser'viced by two elevators. There
will be approximately 6,500 square feet of usable office space.
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4„ Third Floor
The third -floor's most unique rooms are the kitchen and dining
roorru neither of which possess significant details or historical
importance. Their demolition should not be an issue for debate.
There is a Matron's apartment on the third floor but its
preservation is ncjt essential if the se^cond floor apartment is
preserved
.
The third floor is also being targeted for a single tenant who
would subdivide the floor into individual offices for subletting
to single-person businesses. The floor plan I have 5uggeste?d
would provide a large reception arB:3. for a receptionist and two
secretaries who would service all the individual tenants. The
office arrangement would provide offices in sizes ranging from
200 to 2000 square feet. A conference room would be avail£ible
for each tenant's use as would copiers and an answering service.
The-' new construction lends it self to quick e::-ipansion and
contraction to uieet the tenants exact needs. This flexibility
is a particular bene^fit to the company overseeing the subletting;
it minimises their vacancy by providing the space demanded.
5. Fourth Floor
The fourth floor contains five cubicles that originally served as
bedrooms, but have long since been used for storage, a bathroom
a n d a f or me r" pi a y r" cjom . These r oo nis ]. ac k an y qua 1 i t i e s wh i c
h
warrant their preservation and should yield to contemporary
designs for new tenaints.
The fourth floor provides close to 2,000 square feet of open
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o-F-fi C6? space with private lavatories, two elevatcDrs and the
opportunity to expand the work space for client or employee
relations to an enclosed open-air terrace. The 1,200 square foot
terrace is part of the original construction of the building. It
is designed to provide a view of the city while providing
security for any special furnishing a tenant would like to enjoy
al fresco. The fourth floor tenant has the option to enjoy the
exclusive use of the adjacent roof deck and its green park
atmosphere.
The work space is extensively illuminated with natural lighting
and is uninterrupted with columns or walls.
D . Cone 1 u d i n g Re ni a. r k s
2133 Arch Street was acquired because of its location, market
demand and adaptability. No less important is its attractiveness
as a historic building. The integration of these features
requires particular attention to detail for the building's
successful preservation and deve?l opment
.

V. Development Plan - Commercial - Grade Ei
B. FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Introduction
The notes and assumptions for the Grade B are the same as the
Mixed Use Plan e;;cept as noted in the -following:
The Partnership will complete the renovation of the existing
building to o-ffice use at a cost of $1,269,000. Construction is
to be completed prior to October 31, 1984.
Construction is financed by a. Construction Loan from
Continental Bank of Philadelphia in the amount of $1,720,000.
Continental Bank will also provide a temporary Bridge Loan in the
amount of $800,000.
Rent Base for the completed building is $12 for 26,000 s.f.
Depreci at i on
The following costs have been included in the depreciable
basis of the Project:
Existing Building (Land $100, 000
)
$ 600 , 000
Improvements 1,269,000
Less ITC Adjustments 1317^.2502.
Building Depreciable Basis 1,551,750
Real Estate Broker Fee 3,250
Payments to General Partner 25,000
Professional Fees 5j_000
Depreciable Basis $ 1,590,000
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VI. PROPOSED PLAN BY PRESENT OWNER
Commercial Class A
A. Review o-f Design Plan
1 . Introducti on
The current owner o-f 2133 Arch St.., Dr. Richard Evans,, plans to
convert the building into grade A pro-f essi onal o-f-fices. This
plan calls -for complete demolition and removal of the interior in
addition to alterations of the eKterior, These changes are made
to attract tenants willing to pay grade A rents. This level of
alteration precludes the owner from obtaining the tax benefits
available for those projects which me^et the Secretary of the
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation. The owner believes the
high-tech appearance of the building will sufficient revenue to
compensate for the foregone ta;-; benefits.
B. E>;terior Plan
SEE PHC REPORT SUBMITTED BY MCCANN
(at end of Chapter VI., A)
C. Interior Plan
i , Basement ?< Courtyard
The courtyard level is appro;; i matel y five feet above the basement
level, it will be e;;cavated to coincide with the basemient level.
This plan will provide a floor to ceiling view from within the
basement out to the courtyard. The lowered courtyard is a also
1 agist icsil necessity to accommodate a courtyard elevator designed
to provide service to all floors.
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The new elevator will be located in the (nicldle o-f the south
courtyard wall and will have two stairwells wrapping around it
and descending to the atri um (courtyard ) -floor. The glass:,
enclosed elevator sha-ft will complement the surrounding atrium
wall which vmI 1 1 have had their brick -facade replaced with a glass
c Li r" t a i n wa 1 ]. s i m i ]. a i- t o t hi e E*ou r se p ], a n . T' |-i e c C3ur t y a r d is c a lied
an atrium for more than marketing purposes, a glass roof
will transform the courtyard into an atrium (E5ee E;;hitait 'v'II-l)„
The basement will experience wholescale demolition that is
representative of what the upper -rloors will experience. p^ind, as
with the upper floors, there are no plans for room divisions
until tenants" are signed up. The inherent dif-ficulty of marketing
basement space is hopevd to be. overcome by replacing the courtyard
bricl-: wall with a glass wall. The basement,, otherwise, does no-t
have any particularly unique attractions,, in fact, the only other
amenity of- the basement - windows - is being enclosed with stone.
According to the architect, the owner believes that basement
tenants do not want to be reininded that the-y are in the basement
by watching feet i-5al k past their window. The windows, therefore,,
will be -filled in. (See Exhibit 'v'II-2).
i i . Fi rst Fl oor
The first -floor contains the building's most significant
architectural details, including: egg and dart molding in the
south-east waiting room and the south-west magistrate's room;
marble wainscoting throughout the corridors, bathrooms and
waiting room; marble arches separating corridors; a marble floor
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and; red oak doors, trim, and arches throughout the -first -floor.
Few of these details will be restored or left intact. Two of
four stairwells will be removed, the two stairwells closest to
the exterior walls will be brought up to current fire code
standards. A portion of the south wall of the atrium will be
remioved to provide first floor access to the elevator and to the
atr i um.
iii. Second S< Third Floors
The second and third floors do not contain as much significant
detailing as the first floor; the room arrangement is the most
significant feature of these floors and it wj. 11 be completely
eliminated to accommodate the space denriandsi of new tenants. The
current owner has leased each of these floors to single
tenants. (See Exhibit VII-3,4)
iv. Fourth Floor
The fourth floor will experience the most dramatic change to the
entire building. The existing fourth floor is approximately 2000
square feetj is one-third the size of the lower floors, is set
back 16 feet from the front facade and is located between the
east atrium wall and the east facade wall. The current
owner plans to expand the fourth floor to the same size as the
lower floors. The architects have designed a limited version of
this plan by maintaining the 16 foot set back so that the
addition would be less obtrusive from a street level view. The
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set back area would be developed into a roo-f garden. The owner
is concerned about the foregone income resulting from this
limited plan. This conflict between owner and architect about
the costs of aesthetics has arisen in many areas and I believe
the owner is neglecting the value the public places on classic
aesthetics in the work place.
The owner's confidence that the building can support this
additional construction is based on his personal observations:
he has found that a concrete slab divides the third floor ceiling
from the roof and he believes that this slab and the support
columns, which extend from the basement to the slab are adequate
support for the addition. The architect's east elevation
drawing, which mirrors the west elevation, presents this plan
very attract i vel y (See Exhibit VIII-7).

VI. PROPOSED PLAN BY PRESENT OWNER
B. A REVIEW OF THE OWNERS S 1984 INVESTMENT PLAN
I have had two interviews with Dr. Richard EvanE-, the owner, in
an e-f-fort to understand the assumptions he has incorporated into
his development plan. My questions sought the basis -for the
qualitative and quantitative aspects o-f Evans decision making.
It should be noted, at this point,, that the interviews provided
little indication that the owner employed any quantitative
methods in determining the -f ea.si bi 1 i ty o-f the project. The owner
continuously stressed the role of intuition when he was asked what
his quant i tat i ve anal ysi s entai 1 ed . Si mi 1 ar ephemeral answers
were given to e;;plain his qualitative assumptions.
Initialy my questions to Evans sought the basis -for the
qualitative aspects o-f his decisions to invest in this part of the
city - and in this building:
Evans had bt?en looking at other investment properties in the
Philadelphia at~e3. for over a year but hadn't acted
on any of them. The building at 2133 Arch St. became a
consideration because Evans "took a wrong turn on the way
home and happened to drive by the building and saw a "For
Sale" sign on it". And, according to Evans, he purchased
the building shortly thereafter - on "gut instinct".
Once Evans owned the building his plans for its development were
similarly directed by "gut instinct", including the construction
of an expanded fourth floor, a glass curtain wall around the
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lowered courtyard -floor and a si gni -f i cant 1 y altered e;;terior.
The fourth floor eKpansion was financially justified, "for the
•first time" during an interview as a result of this interviewer's
request for the following relevant data?
Estimated Cost to finish fourth floor shell: $360,000
Debt Service 3 11"/. $39,600
Estimated Revenue
6000 s.f, ;; (15 (rent) - 3 (maintenance) ) = 72,000
Debt Service 139^.600 )_
Excess over Debt 32jl400 32j_400
The decision to introduce the other contemporary designs and
materials 3.re part of an overall objective to establish Grade A
office space and rents.
The owner could have determined the rent level that the
absence of these amenities would yield, however the owner
"has a dream" about this building and himself. In this
dream the owner and the building reflect the quality of one
another. Consequently nothing less than Grade A could be
consi dered
.
The preceeding was e;; plained to me by the owner and continued for
many more paragraphs than what I feel is necessary to repeat to
convey his message. In fact, both interviews produced answers
similar to the preceeding. In spite of the less than concrete
answers I was receiving I continued with my questions.
An integral question for me asked," Why was a commercial plan
pursued rather than a residential plan?" The owner replied that
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residential use was never considered because the building only
represented commercial use to him, Separatly, the architect,
Michael McCann o-f Hans Stein Associates, Inc., explained that
meetings with the local Logan South neighborhood organization
prompted strong opposition to a residential plan because o-f the
impact such a plan would have on already scarce parking
availability. There was strong indication that the presentation
o-f a residential plan to the Zoning Appeal Board would be opposed
by neighborhood representatives - in spite o-f -five year
commitments -from local parking lot owners to supply the
building's parking needs.
The contradictions between the owners answer and the architects
answer applied also to the construction time estimate: owner,
occupancy by March 21st; architect, a year long project.
A-fter the construction objectives were explained I was interested
to know to whom this high-tech o-f-fice space was marketed and
which buildings the owner perceived as his competition and his
peers:
The immediate commercial market the owner is appealing to
are the tenants o-f the Cigna building and the tenants of the
yet to be constructed building at 20th and Arch. Market St.
is not considered as a source for the tenant base. The
owner perceives the Market St. clientel as a different
market altogether. I attribute this response to his
recogni'tion that JFK Blvd. and the commuter rail line
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severs Arch St. Trom (from 20th St. to the Schiuylkill River)
a Market St. tenant base.
As these two interviews progressed I became increasingly
interested in the -financial incentives the owner was expecting.
One o-f the primary objectives o-f this thesis is to determine
whether the design restrictions o-f a 25"/. ITC plan have an
adverse ef-fect on a buildings marketability and income potent i^il.
This objective will be pursued by comparing the benefits o-f my
257. ITC plan with Evans' unrestr i ct i ve 207. ITC plan.
I asked the owner if he had conducted a comparative cost-benefit
analysis of these alternatives. His response largely entailed an
explanation of the differences between his preservation philosophy
and that of preservation organizations. Evans, I believe,
intuitively knows the 257. plan may be superior on financial
grounds but he also realizes the restrictions of that plan
conflict with his belief of what should be preserved.
2133 Arch St. is becoming less a fringe property and more an
element of the City's commercial office development. The change
in this properties relative location has a dramatic effect on five
year projections of the buildings valuation and revenue
potential. I asked the owner whether he had any plans to
capitalize on these anticipated changes, i.e., lease restrictions
or options, refinancing, further expansion or even demolition:
Evan's immediate response suggested the smartest thing for
him to do is leave the building vacant for four years and
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absorb the ZBro cash -flow.,
This answer was a "gut response" similar to those I've mentioned
earlier but this answer may also have some merit to it, though
Evans, again, didn't justi-fy his answer with data. The heart of
this consideration asks, " Will the higher rent level or
increased market value in 1933 compensate -for the -foregone
revenue over the next four years?"
The building cost Evans approximately $700,000 including closing
costs. A reasonable net market rate of return is 117.. A four
year investment of $700,000 should yield $130,000 (to cover
operating and opportunity costs); Evans, however requires the
building to have a minimum market value of $880, 000 (to cover
capital gains tax and closing costs) at the end of 19E38. This
brief analysis neglects the tax benefits of depreciation and
interest expense that Evans is accruing over this period:
The building may be depreciated over a 15 year life and
since Evans is not rehabilitating the building he may use an
Accelerated Cost Recovery System. Using sum-of years-digits
would allow Evans to depreciate 45X of the $700,000
($315,000) by 1989 which, in the SOX tax bracket, has a cash
value of $157,500. The depreciation tax benefits, alone,
ensure the feasibility of leaving the building vacant. In
addition, the interest expense, from an IIX mortgage, of
$77,000 has an annual cash value of $38,500. Thus a vacant
building will provide the owner with a total four year "
income " of $321,000. The question now narrows down to
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either, "Will the building be worth in excesE o-f one million
dollars (or $35 a s.-f.) by 1985?" or "Can the building
generate more than an average annual after ta;-; income o-f
$81 ,400?"
Evans second response to the question suggested leasing to
tenants on a very select basis including:
Leaving space vacant until the "right tenant" came along;
three year leases; -five year leases with -five year options;
and other plans which include various combinations o-f or
additions to the preceeding.
The objective o-f my question was to determine how to hedge one's
position so the building is generating maKimum revenue potential
as the market changes.
Review.
My interviews with the owner. Dr. Evans, were to determine the
projected actual plan -for the building and to compare the owners
strategy and assumptions with mine. The owner and I have some
marked differences in preservation, building use and
construction, tenant profile, and methodology in establishing the
preceeding. There are somre features of the owners plan which if
eliminated would not meet the design restrictions of the 25X ITC
plan but would have a nriarked positive effect on maintaining the
buildings integrity while not adversely affecting its
marketability. Specifically, the exterior changes planed by the
owner should yield to a restoration and preservation plan.
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The owner is planniriy tcD make hie property the shiniest building
on the block but "all that glitters is not gold". I have often
been counseled to avoid entering a neighborhood with plans to
introduce the most stylish building on the block, whether it is
•for rehabilitation or new construction. The pioneer incurs the
costs and mistakes that the second and third investor will know
to avoid. Developing a Grade A o-f-fice building in an immediate
area, that lacks such developments is a risky venture. The Cigna
building at ISth and the Parkway provided the owner with the
initial confidence to generate a Grade A plan and subsequent
announcements of new construction at 20th and Market he has
interpreted as endorsements to proceed. I don't believe either
of these buildings are accurate prototypes or precedents on which
to proceed with a Grade A plan. A more accurate representation
is a building that has the same geographic encumber ences and
projected tenant profile as 2133 Arch St., specifically, the
BioSystems or Scott buildings across the street.

VI. Proposed Plan by Present Owner - Commercial - Grade A
Review o-f Investment Plan
Introducti on
The notes and assumptions -for the Grade B s^rB the same as the
Mi;;ed Use Plan except as noted in the fol lowing:
The current owner will complete the renovation o-f the
existing building to office use at a projected cost of
$1,, 700,000. Construction is to be completed by January 1, 1984.
Cosntruction is financed by a Constructuion Loan from
Continental Bank of Philadelphia in the amount of $1,996,000.
Continental Bank will also provide a temporary Bridge Loan in the
amou n t of $65 , .
Rent Base for the completed building is $15 for 32,000 s.f.
Depreci acti on
The following costs have been included in the depreciable
basis of the Project:
Existing Building (Land $100,000) * 600,000
Improvements 1 , 700, 000
Less ITC adjustments 1340j.000).
Building Depreciable Basis 1,960,000
Real Estate Broker Fee . 10,000
Payments to General Partner 25,000
Professional Fees 5j_Q00
Depreciable Basis 2,000,000
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THE DEVELOPMENT PLAN CRITIQUE
VI I „ CRITIQUE
2. Design Critique
A. General Parameters.
Given limited neighborhood decay, a well thought out building
will maintain its original use because its tenants will always'
find it -functional and attractive. 2133 Arch St. may not be a
major anchor -for the neighborhood but i -f it gains the respect o-f
neighbors and tenants it will contribute to the strength of the
n e i g h b or h ood .
2133 Arch St is unique in design and size and naturally attracts
the eye of passersby, thus it is essential that the buil dingus
image contributes positively to the neighborhood. As a four
square, granite, limestone and brick building, 2133 Arch conveys
a sense of st?curity, strength and stability. These are
characteristics any self-respecting neighborhood seeks to
establish and maintain. The continued representation of these
characteristics must be integral to the future use of this
ta u i 1 d i n g .
B. Critique of Owners Plan.
The contemporary owners arB seeking high rent tenants by
ignoring,, masking or otherwise obscuring the buildings classic
details with contemporary building materials and designs. I
believe such shortsighted acts betray an inherent weak
understanding of values that transcend market values and which
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are positive attractions to prospective tenants.
There is little doubt in my mind that insensitive treatment o-f a
buildings most important marketing -features is a sign that the
owner is on an erroneous course. Many o-f the most success-ful
reuse plans employ sensitive tre^atment o-f the eKisting
architectural fabric. The attraction -from utilizing contemporary
materials and designs is i nsi gni -f i cant compared to the greater
attraction gained by maintaining the buildings original details.
C. Thesis Design Critique
The thesis proposals -for developing the site maximize the
preservation o-f exterior details. Window insulation will be
achieved by instadling a second set o-f windows within the
interior window sash which will allow continued use o-f the
windows and will not mask their -features. Exterior doors and
wood trim will be restored to their original -forms and colors.
The caged recreational area on the roo-f will have its fencing
removed if such a plan meets federal approval.
The interior of the building will contain preservation zones on
the first and second floor for both the commercial and mixed use
plan. These zones will preserve the architectural detailing
enumerated in section VII,C-2. The first floor zone will
maintain the original room arrangement located between the
front of the building and the atrium., A stairwell that stood at
the end of -the entrance corridor will be reconstructed. The
existing rooms will have their architectural detailing restored

limited to the center of the second floor front due to the
absence of significant details in the corner rooms. The centrail
front rooms are separated tay folding doors which will be closed
and tao>;ed in to create api-irtments for the residential plan. The
commercial plan will secure these doors against the wall,, in an
open position. This provides the tensmt with flexibility but more
importantly it secures the the doors" preservation.
The? third floor will experience general demolition of room
arrangements, again,, due to a lack of significance. The kitchens
and dining halls on the third floor occupy a significant percent
of the third floor but they have neither a contemporary use nor
historic significance.
The fourth floor will experience complete wall demolition for the
commercial plan and less extensive demolition for the residential
plan. The walls will be maintained when possible in the
residential plan for preservation purposes. The existing
recr£?ati on£*l arBa will be preserved and adapted to become an
attractive roof garden for the tenants enjoyment.
D. Revi ew
The thesis development proposals s^re significantly more
conservative than the current owners plan. The difference is
attributable to each individual's confidence in different values.
The thesis, for financial purposes, believes the tax benefits
will adequately compensa.te the conservative tact m treating
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building details. The current owner believes the grade A D-frice
tenant will compensate him for providing contemporary details in
an incongruous setting.
I-f i:hese plans yield equal returns t.hen one must ask why should
the historical details be obliterated? Similarly if the owners
plan yields significantly greater yields one must ask how could
have the preservation plans been adapted to yield similar
returns? Is it possible? The answers can be best obtsiined from
the Financial Critique of both plans in section 'v'lll,l„

VII CRITIQUE
B. Review of Financial
This chapter will analyze the financial highlights of the three
development plans (Grade A and Grade B Commercial and Mi;;ed Use).
A bottom line comparison will not provide an accurate
interpretation unless certain provisos arB noted beforehand.
The three plans were developed using similar par£Hmeters regarding
market demand, lease-up scheduling and cost estimating that may
vary for each project. For instance, a five percent vacancy rate
and a five percent annual rent increase were assumed for each
project which mivy not be precisely applicable to each plan. It
is possible that the Grade A plan may be difficult to i nit i ally-
lease—up and result in a higher average vacancy rate. This short
term liability of the Grade A plan may be offset later when
its high rent level will be acceptable to an expected strong
market demand for Grade A offices.
The development of the building can not rely solely on long term
improvements in its economic pro-forma to successfully attract
investors. However, some economic shortcomings such as zero or
negative cash flow are, in fact, attractive features to investors
in the 507. ta;-; bracket. The sophisticated investor, developer
and analyst must be able to interpret the financial pro-formas
and distinguish between an attractive ta;; shelter and a viable
r>BB.l estate development. The three plans presented in this
thesis will now be given such a critique.
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Commercial Grade A
The most. striking shortcoming o-f the Grade A plan is the annual
Writeof-f ratio o-f less than 2:1 -for the Limited Partner's
investment. However, this is offset by a large early positive
cash flow. The question is, "Does the cash compensate the
investors for the absence of ta;; savings from a negative cash
flow? and Will the cash affect the investors backend position?"
The; General Partner expects to attract investors by providing a
ta;-; shield against their current years earnings.
Consider Year 1 (1985) and the Limited Partners' (LF') position
and their next best investment alternative - a net 11"/. return.
The LP's $7000 investment is assumed to be a portion of income
that is taxable at a 507. rate. The LP, then, wants his
investment to have a net value in excess of $3350 at yeB.r end.
Year 1 shielded the 4-7000 and provided an additional SllOO worth
of deductions which has a cash value of -$550, thus providing the
LP with a net value of $4050 at year end.
The next four years provided the investor with the following net
values over (or under) their minimum requirements:
Year 2, (350) ;i Year 3, 1250; Year 4, 4150; year 5, 4350.
The concern about inaxdequate writeoff ratios yields to unusual
above-; market returns in positive cash flow of 357., 947. and 1557.
for the last three years.
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[The e;;traDrdi nary returns of the Grade A plan were generated, as
noted earlier, with certain assumptions which should be carefully
considered. A small percentage change in these assumptions will
have a marked impact on the LP's investment.
3
When the LF' liquidates his position at the end of year 5 he can
e;;pect to have shielded his entire investment, neted an additional
*3550 in earnings and received between $-24,000 and $45,000 in profit
from the sale of the building.
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Commercial Grade B
The Grade? E commercial development plan provides zero csish flow
to the investors in return for consistantly high ta;-; savingsn As
a viable real estate investment the property yields an
attractive Net Operating Income to Gross Income ratio.
The -five year term o-f the LPs' position with this investment will
generate the -Following dollar values over (under) their minimum
r e qu i r emen t s
;
Yr 1 , 204 r, Yr . 2 , < 2 1 50 ) n Yr , 3 , (1 850 ) 5 Yr . 4 , 2345 ; Yr „ 5 j 559
During this period the positive Ne?t Operating Income is consumed
by amortisation of first year start-up costs thus providing
substantial deductions for the LPs.
The Grade E; plan is not able to generate the level of rent
revenue that the Grade A plan does taut the Grade B plan does have
additional deductions from the 257. ITC and the facade easement.
At the time the LP redeems his share of the investment from the
sale or the refinancing of the building there will be markedly
less profits to share than from the Grade A sale. There will be a
range of returns from $13,000 to $29,000.
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Mixed Use F'l an
The rii;;ed Use plan provides a steady and attractive writeoT-f to
the investor while providing a strong income -frofri operations, in
addition, the expected proceeds -from the sale o-F the building
are competitive with the Grade A plan.
The -five year investment term provided the investor with the
-Following net values over (under) their minimum requirements:
Yr. 1, 3335; Yr . 2, 4145; Yr. 3, 3260; Yr . 4, 3390; Yr . 5, 2350
The expected proceeds -from the sale of the building at the time
o-f liquidation will range -From $15,000 to $41,000.
The broad attractiveness o-F the mixed use plan is attributable to
the 25/'. ITC, the Facade Easement, the amortisation o-f high first
year costs, above average rent revenue without significantly
higher risks, flexibility and high market value at time of sale.

V I I I , RECOMMENDAT I QMS
This thesis presented three -future use plans -for 2133 Arch Bt
.
Each o-f these plans Eire representative o-f popular alternatives
for a building's re-use. For each plan, the question of whether
it is economically viable to integrate the Secretary o+
Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation was raised. A primary
objective of the thesis was to determine if the Standards for
Rehabilitation are: economically viable incentives or are overly
burdensome for the marginal sized building. From this anlaysis
it should be apparent whether historic preservation is an
influence in a developer ''s decision making process.
Though this thesis approached the building's re-usc-r al tei-nat i ves
from the perspective of a developer it is a question that is
daily Siddre^ssd to investors, municipalities and institutions.
Each of these entities are faced with the increasingly comple;-;
issues surrounding a vacant building.
The Grade A commiercial plan and the Mined Use plan are the two
most viable alternatives of the three plans. The Grade A pjlan is
riskier than either of the two other plans,. As a conservative
investor I do not foresee the demand for a smial 1 , adaxpted Grade A
office building within three blocks of a projected Gi^ade A
2,000,,000 sq„ ft. tower. The Mi>,ed Use plan fills a void in the
local market rather than supplementing an existing supply as the
Grade A plan. A recommendation for the Mi;;ed Use plan is based,
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in part, on the -flexibility the plan o-f-Fers for -future adaptation
to meet market changes. This -flexibility is due to the:;
combination o-f a -foothold on Grade D-ffice space, tAjhich will
assist its m a r I-;; et ab i 1 1 1 y i -f -f u t u r e d eman d s Li p p o r t s cj -f -f i c e
expansion, and its high rent residential units, which are in a
position for easy conversion to condominiums. The existing
commercial space in the building will likely have a low vacancy
rate. I expect the undev6?loped basement to rapidly attract
tenants,,
The Mixed Use plan provides attractive yields -for Limited
F'a r t n er sh i p i n ve s t men t , a strong n e t op er a t i n g r even ue f o i- ea s
y
sale or re-financing and adapt ibility to take advantage of changes
in the real estate market. These tr^iits Ara each at t r ac 1. 1 /e
f i n a n c: i a 1 i n c en t i ves t o en d o r se t hi e p r o j e c t an d w h en i n t e g i- at e rJ
with historic p r ese i- v a t i on mia k: es it 1 1- i e op t i mum a 1 1 er n a t :. ve ube .

IX. CONCLUDING REMARKS
(Author's F-;espDrise to Reader's Review)
The -First dra-ft o-f- this thesis was submitted to my readers, John
D. Milner and Dr. George Thomas, December 5th, 1984. This thesis
is an ammended version o-f the oriQinal. The -following are
abbreviations of their recommendations or requests for change and
a comment on how and where I responded to their comments:
To John Mi 1 ner
:
Chapter II., 1. (General Demographic Information)
re: "Where did this come from?"
A "Note" has been added to the beginning of this chapter
explaining my source.
ibid.
re: lack of footnote on Center City master pl^^n
This source is now documented in the text at the point of
reference and in the Footnotes.
ibid.
re: lack of footnote on C. Seynour, CEO of Jackson-Cross
This source is now documented in the text at the point of
reference and in the Footnotes.
ibid. (Employment)
re: lack of footnote on employment statistics
This source came from a formal real estate perspectus
offered by the North Atlantic Investment Corp. The data
originally came the noted federal government agencies.
ibid. (Transportation)
re; lack of footnote on Transportation description
A "Note" has been added to the beginning of this chapter
explaining my source.
ibid., 1 , i .
re: lack of footnote on Seymour's description on subleasing
This source is now documented in the text at the point of
reference and in the Footnotes.
ibid., i i .
re: lack of footnote on City Planning Commission's; housing
survey
Survey was conducted in 19S3 and is noted in Footnotes.
ibid.
re: lack of footnote on Sandra Gars' statement
Garz ' statement is noted in Interviews appendix
ibid.
re: lack of footnote on lAnn Bailey's statement
Bailey's statement is noted in Interviews appendix.
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re; lack of rootnote on F'lanni ng Ccsmmi ssi on
See ibid. 1 . , i i
.
5 housing surve-;
ibi
i b i. d ,
re; lack o-f -footnote on Planning Commission's housing survey
See ibid. 1 . , i i
re; la.ck o-f -footnote on Urban Land Institute
This source came -from a -formal real estate perspectus
o-f-fered by North Atlantic Irr-zestment Corp. and is noted in
the Footnote appendi;-;.
Chapter II. , A, 2,
re; "casual student o-f Phi la. 's 20th c. history"
Deleted and new introduction written.
1 bid,
re; lack o-f -footnote on deed search
I conducted the deed search and noted it at the point o-f
re-ference.
ibid.
re; local success-ful building uses
The description of success-ful buildings in the neighborhood
remains standing.
ibid.,, 4.,- iii. (1984 Building Stock Survey)
res "How many residentisil units in these buildings?"
An estimate o-f 600 residential units, including single -family
and apartment units is now noted at the point o-f re-ference.
ibid.
re: "new residents were pro'v'ided with an immediate sense o-f
nei ghborhood
"
Ammended to describe particular new developments which were
constructed adjacent to existing older residences.
ibid.. El. Z'. C. (Historical S'.nd Architectural Si gni -i" i cance)
re; lack of summary o-f existing documentation
This chapter has been rewritten and includes the highlights
o-f the two National Register Nominations.
ibid,
res lack o-i- initial statement o-f buil dingus si gni -f i cance in
Introducti on
The Introduction has been rewritten and includes note o-f the
building's historical and architectural si gni -f i cance.
ibid.
res lack o-f footnote on National Register Nominations
These Nominations are included in the Appendix and
Referenced in the Footnotes.
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res lacik o-f -footnote on building's innaugeral pamphlet
The pamphlet is re-ferenced in Footnotes and is included,
in total, in thte Appendi;;.
ibid.
res "Was the building accepted to the National Register?"
It was not. See Chpter II., B.
ibid., D, (Room Arrangement - Basement)
res "description lacks organi zati on ... are random..."
The Room Arrangement description was rewritten.
ibid,
res c e i 1 i n g h eight not record ed
Ceiling height is noted for each floor,
i bid, ( F i r st Fl oor
)
res "description should be more illustrative of building
plan clearly organized around central court"
The Room Arrangement description was rewritten.
ibid,. (Second F 1 oor )
res "no reference to the central feature - the light well"
The Room Arrangeme^nt description was rewritten.
Chapter III 8/ V, A, (Eisterior Design Plan)
res facade easement.
The building is not on the National Register and is noted in
Chapter II, B.
ibid. (Interior General Construction)
res use of the word "terrazza"
The basement, les/el is no longer referred to as "Terrazza",
it is now labeled "E<£t.sement "
.
ibid. (Concluding Remiarks)
re: demolition and redesign impact on Part 2 of Nat. Reg.
The ammended design plan will not incur as much demolition
as the original and will include "preservatii on zones"..
These zones were recommended by George Thomas as a tool to
stress the preservation considerations implemented in the
re-use plan.
ibid. ( De s i g n Dr aw i. n g s
)
re?, orientation to north
All drawings are oriented with north at the top of the page.
ibid., B., , (Financial Information - Notes S-: Assumptions)
res "Has an investment group been organized?"
Yes J to present a comprehensive analysis of an actual
development plan I established a corporation. An
introduction to the corporation and its purpose is included
at the beginning of Chapter III., E-i.
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res $40,000 PI aicement. fee "is light"
This -fee has been doubled
ibid,
res "Catch 22" question
The building is not currently on the hJational Register and
will only be nominated with the assurance that the re-use
design is acceptaible to the Part 2 requirements.
ibid. (P-a.rtnE?rshi p Agreement Provides the Following Allocation)
res "Doesn^'t this change a-fter 5 years?"
Yes, this is noted in the Introduction to the Corporation.
ibid, (interest rate at 11"/.)
res "Realistic?"
The interest rate has been changed to 14"/. on Permainent Loans
and 157. on Construction and Bridge Loans.
ibid. (Development Risks)
re: Historical Registry Nomination denied "a risk if it
passes - the ITC will be lost".
Nomination will not be pursued unless the designs s.r&
acceptable to Part 2 requirements.
ibid. (Description of Risk Factors)
res "Is there an e;;i sting Partnership agreement similar to
this?"
No, these risks were generated with the assistance of Dan
Defelice', a Penn Law and MBA student, for this building.
Chapter III., C, (F'roposed Tenants)
res lack of mechanical services necessary for medical tenant.
This assumption is deleted.
To Gejorge Thomiass
Chapter III,, C, (F'roposed Designs)
res proposed apartment room arrangement
Each apartment is presented with individual room square
footage noted but proposed arrangement is deleted.
ibid.
res F'reEservat i on Zones
The re-use designs will have Preservation Zones color coded
and will be juxtaposed to original floor plans.

FOOTNOTES
1 r Ci ty D-f Phi 1 adel ph i a , Master PI an ,, Ci ty PI anni ng Commi ssi on
,
Ed Bacon, E;;ecLitive Director, 1961, Philadelphia, PA
2. Jackson-CroBS, Philadelphia Market Survey, Jackson-Cross,
1984, Philadelphia, PA
3. Caldwell Banker, O-fn'^ice Vacancy Index, Caldwell E-ianker, 193^
Philadelphia, PA
4. Jackson-Cross, ibid.
5. City of Philadelphia, Housing Survey, Ch. 1 (Summary) , 1934
Sandra Garz, Housing Director, Philadelphia, PA
6
.
ibid.
7 ibid.
3 . ibid.
9
,
i t) i d .
10, North Atlantic Investment Corporation, Real Estate
Prospectus, NAIC, 1933, Philadelphia, PA
11, ibid.
12, The Juvenile Court and House o-f Detention, Board of County
Commissioners, City and County of Philadelphia, 1908.
13i. National Register Nomination, George Thomas, CLIO,
Philadelphia, 1984
14. National Register Nomination, Betsy Mintz, Philadelphia,
1984.
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INTERVIEWS
1. Sandra. Garz , City o-f Philadelphia Planning Comrni 55i on , Housing
Director, March, 19S4.
2. Ann Bailey, Jackson-Cross Realtors, Residential Broker, March
and November, 1934.
3. Bill Burke, City Planning Commission, Area Planner -for Logan
Square, November, 1984.
4. Sta-f-f o-f the Philadelphia Historic Commission, October -
De^c ember, 1984.
5. Staf-f architects. Adaptive Design, 210 Church St.,
Philadelphia, November, 1934.
6. Michael McCann,AIA, Hans Stein Assoc, s. Inc. 212 Race; St.,
Philadelphia, November, 19E!4,
7. Dr. Richard Evans, owner, 1001 Medical Tower, Philadelphia,
November, 1984.
8. Conversations were transpired with local residents during on
site survey of building stock during October, 1984.
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7. Description
Condition Check one Check one
excellent deteriorated ^ unaltered Jl. original site
:< good ruins altered moved date
. fair unexposed
N/A
Describe the present and original |il known) physical appearance
le Juvenile Court and House of Detention, located at 2133-41 Arch Street, is a four story,
ith full basement, Georgian/Classical Revival municipal court building built in 1908.
esigned to house the city's first juvenile court and detention house, the building is
: brick construction with polished granite and limestone trim. Philip H. Johnson, City
rchitect, designed an impressive structure which reflected the sweeping changes in the
^venile Justice system instituted in Philadelphia in the early part of the twentieth
ip.cury. Construction was completed under the direction of Sax and Abbott Construction
.-npany
.
ituated on the north east corner of the 22nd and Arch Streets, the building provides two
2jor elevations and fills the entire lot. Resting on a polished granite base, the
isement is lit by small, two light windows shielded with decorative iron grills. The
round floor, finished with smooth dressed, rusticated limestone trim, l.as segmentally
rched windows with segmented, single light transons and voussoirs. The fenestration
:>nf iguration of the ground floor consists of three windows grouped together, flanking
•0 windows, grouped together, flanking the segmentally arched main entrance. Large,
.ired brackets support a small iron balcony resting above the central doorway. Limestone
:ciining defines the building ends as well as the recessed center pavilion. The second
-oor fenestration follows the same groupings as the first, this time executed in
-ailer, double hung 1/1 sash with stylized splayed limestone lintels and keystones,
ove the doorway is a paired window elaborately detailed with limestone trim and a
;c.mented hood. The third floor windows are simply finished with splayed stone lintels
id keystones, including the paired center window.
-owning the building is a molded limestone cornice with large, paired and single brackets
.r'jorted by dentiled consoles. Rising above the cornice is a brick parapet; defining the
rejecting building ends are limestone panels. Rising above the roofline is a wire mesh
age, housing an open play area.
he 22nd Street facade imitates the detailing of the Arch Street elevation with the
•.ception of a private entrance, at ground level, intended for the judges, a basement
ntrance for deliveries and the fire doors with iron balconies on the second and third
loors. At the rear of the building was yet another entrance, designed specifically for
le children, so they might avoid the stares of passers-by, as they were brought to the
.atencion center.
ccording to the Board of Commissioner's publication, an open well measuring 30 feet by
1 feet rested in the center of the building, providing light to the interior as well as
recreation space. The interior of the building was laid out as follows: the basement
ontained shower, bath and dressing rooms; laundry room, kitchen storage, general storage ,
oiler room and boys gymnasium. When the children were first brought to the facility
riey were examined for illness or disease, then they showered and were given a clean set
f clothes. The main floor contained the lobby, detailed with marble wainscotting and
looring, the court room, judges chambers, district attorney and clerk of the court
rfices. A waiting room for witnesses, parents and others having business with the
ourt was across the hall from the court room. At the rear of the building was a
-onference room for the Board of Managers, various record rooms, medical dispensary and
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small consulting rooms for parent-child visits.
The second floor was divided into boys and girls quarters. To one side was the boy's
dormitory rooms, simply furnished with an iron bed, chair and small rug. The
Superintendants living quarters were located on this floor as was the boy's infirmary.
On the other side of the building was the girl's dormitory rooms, a playroom and sewing
room. The Assitant Superintendant 's quarters was located in the girl's wing along
with their infirmary.
The third floor was also split, housing additional boys living quarters, with special
accommodations for particularly troublesome lads. Adjoining :hese rooms was the boy's
school room and a manual training room. Additionally, a play room for the smaller
boys, the boy's dining room and main kitchen were located in the boys wing. On the
other side was the girl's dining room, additional dormitory spaces, girl's school room,
natron's suite and officer's dining room.
The fourth floor contained a boy's playroom and a roof garden used in the warm weather
aonths, access to which was available only through a private stair connecting to the
boys side of the building. Bedrooms and sitting room for the help were also located
on the fourth floor.
Interior finishes show the hard palette of materials appropriate to its magisterial
purpose. Marble wainscotting sheathes the entrance, and continues into the reception
room while most of the first floor spaces are embellished with deep egg and dart molded
cornices. Many of the public corridors are similarly ornamented, while arches across
the corridor break the scale. The interior court rises the full height of the building,
and is faced with grey-tan brick with limestone trim. The building has retained most
of its original finishes and surfaces, with the exception of a central stair, which
faced the entrance door. Evidence of it can still be seen in the fenestration patterns
of the south wall of the inner light court.
The total cost of construction for the project was 5164,408.59 including contract fees,
additional construction costs, architect's commission and interior furnishing costs.
It is interesting to note there is no plaque, sign or inscription on the building which
designated it as the juvenile detention center. It was the expressed wish of the Board
of Managers and County Commissioners, that as little attention be drawing to the building
or its purpose, so as not to place any unnecessary stigmas upon those taken to the
center. It is in this vein that the Board expressed its wish, "...to embody in its
construction and appurtenances all that can be desired for safety, health, comfort,
-convenience, moral, mental and physical training of its inmates,... that it may ever
remain a useful agency for the uplifting and salvation of the unfortunate young who
are called dependant and delinquent children. "^
Built in a classical mode, the Juvenile Court and Detention Center represents a
significant structure, not only becjjse of the reformist legislation which enabled
its creation, but also in the principles and conditions which guided Philip Johnson
in the creation of his design. Clearly the facilities provided, within the plant.
Board of Countv Commissioners. The Juvenile Court and the House of Detent*. en
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indicated a new understanding of the population being incarcerated. While cognizant
of the fact that its occupants had committed or were accused of crimes of varying
degrees, the criminal justice system, established in Philadelphia, was also very much
aware of the age and special considerations which prevailed in attending to the welfare
of minor children. The Detention Center represented a major leap out of the dark
ages where criminals of all ages and offenses were lumped together, marking a landmark
step for modern juvenile penology.
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"i 8. biy catice
,od Areas of Significance—Check and justify below
srenistonc archeology-prehistoric community planning landscape architecture religion
1J0O-1-199 .archeology-historic conservation x. law science
'500- '-'59 agriculture -economics literature sculpture
1600-1699 architecture education — military social
1700-1799 art engineering music humanitarian
1800-1899 commerce _. exploration settlement philosophy theater
1900- communications industry Ji_. politics government transportation
_ invention other (specify)
Specific dates 1908 Builder Architect Philip H. Johnson / Sax & Abbott Contract'
Statement of Significance (in one paragraph)
The srogressive era in America witnessed many far reaching social, political and economic
changes and reforms. Lasting slightly less than 20 years, approximately 1898 - 1917,
:rogressivism embraced reform in public reaction to the ever growing corruption in
government, the plight of the urban poor and the uncontrolled growth of big business.
Essentially a tniddle class moralism, progressivism was aimed at arousing the conscience
of the American people to improve the condition of all people. Fundamental to their
ideology was an assumed responsibility by thosp of means to those less fortunate. Tl
e
:;ioveir.ent was built upon a strategy of government reform, once more responsive to the
unorganized masses, could bring about sweeping social and economic reform. The earliest
reform efforts focused on the establishment of settlement houses and attempts to
improve slum conditions through personal contact with the poor.
In conservative Philadelphia, the progressive movement met with greater resistance,
than in other parts of the country, but in the early years of the twentieth century,
significant in-roads were made in the area of reform. ParticularLy in the area of
juvenile justice, Philadelphia together with Chicago, led the nation in reforming the
system of processing and detaining youthful offenders. The Juvenile Court and Detention
"enter at 2133-41 Arch Street represents the culmination of a major effort, undertaken
by Philadelphia reformers, to protect and help "unfortunate children, preventing their
-onfinement in jail and providing separate time and place for consideration of their
case,.."^ As the second juvenile court to be established in the United States and the
first to be sanctioned by a state Supreme Court, the Juvenile Court and Detention Center
plays a significant role in the history of juvenile penology in America.
Public concern, in Philadelphia, for the treatment of delinquent children can be traced
back to the 1820 's when the Society for the Alleviation of Miseries of Public Prisons
drew up a plan for the establishment of a "House of Refuge". "Painfully impressed" with
the ill effects of allowing youth to be imprisoned along side adult criminals, "exposed
to the contamination of every species of vice and crime..." , society members met to
establish, build and manage a reform house for juvenile delinquents. On March 23, 1825
an rtcts of Assembly, created for the organization known as the House of Refuge for
Juvenile Offenders officially established this refuge.
The first responsibility of managers for the House was to provide an appropriate building
for the deliquent juveniles and to establish regulations for their education, religious
and moral training, employment, discipline and safekeeping. In 1826 a tract of land
at the corner of Ridge and Fairmount Avenues, between 15th and 16th Streets was purchased
by the managers. Here the first House of Refuge was erected with stone walls forming
a thick and tall enclosure. The facility expanded in 1850 when faced with over crowding
and racial problems caused by housing Black and White children together. In 1889 the
House of Refuge was removed to Glen Mills. Delaware County, where it was hoped a
wholesome country setting might have further reforming effects.
New Century Club. "What the Juvenile Courts and Probation System has done in Philadelphia;
Philadelphia, July, 1904. p. 6 .
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•nile the establishment of the House of Refuge separated convicted vagrants or "incorrigible"
;uveniles from the adults in the regular prison facilities, the juvenile justice system
;f the nineteenth century made no such distinctions in trial proceedings in the detention
:f those awating hearing or on trial. Rising concern over the inadequacy of this system
.ed child welfare reformers to campaign for the creation of a separate court to hear
;uvenile cases. Chicago settlement works and women's organizations urged the passage of
:he city's first juvenile law, ratified by the Illinois legislature in July of 1899. The
.aw, establishing a juvenile court and probation system, as well as children's detention
ouses designed to replace jails, was closely studied by Philadelphia reformers. In March
:f 1901, the Juvenile Court and Probation Acts passed the Pennsylvania State Senate. Because
.•f this event, Philadelphia holds the distinction of having the first Juvenile Court Act,
.n the United States to be sustained by a State Supreme Court.
.nder the administration of Mayor John Weaver, in the year 1901, the first juvenile court
opened in Philadelphia. Through the offices of the Mayor, efforts were made to secure a
-uilding for the city's detention center. Despite wide spread support, in 1903, the Acts
er= once again passed through the State Legislature, having been declared unconstitutional
•n a technical issue. At that time, the Senate enacted a mandatory law requiri.ig separate
ocas or a building apart from the adult jails to house children awaiting hearings or trial.
joms in City Hall served as the first House of Detention while plans were made for
:M.5itruction of a new building. Lack of funds caused a delay in construction and juvenile
ffenders were first held at the Almshouse and later in a rented building at 15th and
.r , Streets. Finally, in 1908, the present Georgian Revival Juvenile Court and Detention
juse, designed by municipal architect, Philip H. Johnson was completed. As touted in
: ;blication presented by the Board of County Commissioners, marking the opening of the
3cility, Johnson's design for the Detention Center expressed a keen understanding of the'
reqi^irements of the newly created juvenile justice system. Designed as a completely self
;ontained unit the building resembles a great square with a hole cut in the oenter for
: courtyard providing light and recreational space. All of the major needs of the child
:ouid be met within the confines of the structure since it contained a court room, judges
;hanbers, district attorney's office, school rooms, separate dormitory wings for both
joys and girls, as well as a medical dispensary, dining room, laundry, toilet/shower
rooms, gymnasium and small consulting rooms for parents and children to meet.
The passage of the Juvenile Court and Probation .Acts and the subsequent creation of the
3'.rt and House of Detention on Arch Street, marked a new era in enlightened thinking
;oncerning the saparate treatment of adults and juveniles with' the criminal justice system,
r.ic legislation demonstrated a compassionate attitude which provided for the welfare of
.elinquent children while still delivering justice for criminal offenses. Philadelphia's
ioneering efforts in the area of juvenile criminal justice were hailed by judges and
reformers across the country. The Philadelphia Juvenile Court and Probation System
.trracted great interest and request for information from around the world, including an
invitation from the Earl and Lady Grey of Canada to have a spokesperson visit their
-.ountry to lecture on the Philadelphia juvenile justice system. The Juvenile Court and
House of Detention served as a proto-type for juvenile court facilities through out
-niladelDhia. It's creation had a profound effect on the creation of a modern penal
system designed specifically for youthful offenders.
'Scharf i Kestcott. History of Philadelphia., 1609-188'i , vol. III. L.H. Everts i Co.
Philadelphia, 1384. p. 1838.
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The "House of Detention" is a three-story, Georgian Revival court and dormitory
facility, occupying the northeast corner of the intersection of 22nd and Arch Streets,
It is a straight-forward rectangular block, with a monumental coursed limestone base,
separated by a water table into basement and first story. The upper stories continue
the salient end block articulation of the base, emphasizing the central doorway and
subdividing the facade into three elements. Limestone quoins outline the brick side
wings, but not the central recessed pavilllon, in a perverse restatement of Georgian
design. A dentilled and bracketed cornice crowns the facades. Fenestration is origi-
nal, and repeats the hierarchical organization of the facade, with 1/1 segmental-
headed windows in the stone base and small paned sash, spanned by limestone flat
arches, on the upper two stories. Paired windows above the entrance are joined by a
limestone pediment to reiterate the symmetry of the facade, while further emphasizing
the location of the entrance. Paired brackets frame windows on the handsome (cont.)
The House of Detention/Juvenile Court Building is an imposing, urbane landmark that
lends scale and architectural quality to what was a peripheral industrial/residential
neighborhood. Its location was, no doubt, carefully calculated by the Vare political
machine which ruled Philadelphia and scattered public works as rewards to faithful
communities — and as punishment to political opposition. Philip Johnson, Vare's per-
sonal architect, designed Edward and George Vare's houses at Broad and Wolf in 1903,
. ; Z
" lcc.^vnu. one.f r»...-.-
Clio Index: 0009613, 0028249, OO08U5
Philadelphia Inquirer 8 Nov. 1911; A&5 Nov. 1908; 27 Feb. 1907
(continued)
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26. Continued
terra cotta cornice. Interior finishes show the hard palette of materials appropriate to
Its magisterial purpose. Marble wainscotting sheathes the entrance, and continues into the
reception room, while most of the first floor spaces are embellished vith deep egg and
dart molded cornices. Many of the public corridors are Blmllarly ornamented, while arches
across the corridor break the scale. The interior court rises the full height of the build-
ing, and is faced with grey-tan brick with limestone trim. The building has retained most
of Its original finishes and surfaces, with the exception of a central stair, which faced
the entrance door. Evidence of it can still be seen in the fenestration patterns of the
south wall of the inner light court.
27. Continued
firehouses, Philadelphia General Hospital, and, his two masterpieces. City Hall Annex
' (1925) and Philadelphia's Convention Hall (1929), in a career that spans the boom years
of Philadelphia's municipal building. The House of Detention is an early, important work
that shows the fully developed style of the architect. Changing neighborhood uses, initi-
ally generated by the demolition of the Pennsylvania Railroad viaduct and, later, the
"Triangle Development Project" have created a residential community, making a prison less
welcome. The building has been updated, and residential use, in conformity with its ori-
ginal use, is contemplated.
The greatest area of significance of the building lies in an area already alluded to above.
The House of Detention makes visible the punitive nature of machine politics in Philadel-
phia at the turn of the century. Those wards in south Philadelphia that provide^ the ma-
jorities for the Vare rachine were regularly rewarded with new schools, parks and fire and
police stations. In It. 8, for exan-le, there were no parks or police stations in the vi-
cinity of 22nd and Arcii, while the relatlvel>' sparsely populated South Philadelphia was
already dotted with four parks and five police and fire stations, including two of the
"super" combination fire and police houses. Moreover, it was not a coincidence that most
of the new stations were designed by Philip Johnson, architect at the same tine for the
private homes of the Vare brothers, Edward and George, on South Broad Street.
At the same time, the area north of the Pennsylvania Railroad's Chinese V.'all was virtually
cut off from city services during the early years of the 20th century. Here scarce and
aging public schools contrast with the nev schools in other regions. Of the sixty schools
built between 1900 and 1907, only one new school, the Northwestern school, was built in
this region, to replace a school built 68 years earlier, in 1832! Its location at 15th and
Race Streets was as far as possible from the 22nd and Arch Street neighborhood. At the
same time a dozen major new schools were being built below South Street, with one in 1904
being named for Abigail Vare.
Against the pattern of neglect of the community established before 1908 is the equally
clear pattern of location of prisons in Philadelphia during the 19th century. It is surely
not a coincidence that John Haviland's Eastern State Penitentiary, Thomas Walters Moyamen-
sing Prison, and the Wilson Brothers Graterford Prison were all located beyond the fringes
of the built up city. And if later the city growth surrounded each prison, still the goal
was to separate prisons from residential neighborhoods. Thus, the decision to place the
eupheaistically named House of Detention at 22nd and Arch Streets made a significant state-
Bent to those residents. (continued)
/ALUATIO'.
The Juvenile Court is an important urban landmark that represents the impact of the Vare
political machine on Philadelphia. Moreover, it is a sophisticated architectural work by
a noted municipal architect, Philip Johnson, and warrants
inclusion on the National Register.
G, Thomas
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LUATlON
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a noted municipal architect, Philip Johnson, and warrants
inclusion on the National Register.
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27. Continued
The residents, on the other hand, apparently valiantly contested the Vare machine, showing
significant shifts from the voting patterns of the machine wards. In the 1903 election,
the 10th ward showed a Igwer margin for the machine winner, to the chagrin of its ward
leader, James P. McNichol. It is significant that a majority of the election officials
from the 10th ward represented Democratic and other minority parties, while none of the
South Philadelphia divisions committed that breach of machine politics etiquette.
Finally, it should be noted that the 10th ward was. further punished in the customary
fashion of the machine by paying taxes at a higher rate that other city wards — especially
than in South Philadelphia. In 1910, the Vare dominated 39th ward, with nearly twice the
population (48,000 to 27,000) paid nearly half the taxes to the city as did the 10th ward
($286,000 to $501,000). Surely neglect would have been more benign. Thus, the location
and construction of the House of Detention epitomized the decision making of the Vare
machine at the height of its power, and recalls the sad age when Lincoln Steffens tarred
the city with the epithet "corrupt and contented".
28. Continued
Philadelphia Magazine , April, 1911, April 1910
"The Juvenile Court and House of Detention, Philadelphia", Rudolph Blankenburg , Harold
Chase, Charles Donnelly, 1908.
F.D. Edwards, The Public School Buildings of Philadelphia from 1900-1907 , Philadelphia, 193:
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THE JUVENILE COURT AND HOUSE OF DETENTION
PHILADELPHIA
The establishment of juveuile courts marks a new era
in the progressive stages of a progressive age. •'
It seems almost incredible that the judicial system of
civilized nations has for centuries been indifferent to the
fate and future of youthful offenders; that it has classed
and massed them, before trial, with hardened criminals
instead of segregating them with an effort to awaken in
them the innate spirit of goodness and self-respect and
uplifting them after the first downward step.
It is amazing, indeed, that the juvenile courts and
probation associations are but the creation of to-day,
while countless children for whoso salvation and in "whose
interest they were formed have so long suffered and been
neglected through the ignorance, indifference or egoism .
of the makers and guardians of our antiquated laws, now
happily being replaced all over our country by legislation
that recognizes the spirit of the day.
A word of encouragement, a kindly interest, an approv-
ing glance have always proved of greater value and
efficiency in saving or redeemiug (he young who often,
through no fault of their oavu, have fallen from grace,
than have harsh words, threats of punishment, chains or.
dark cells. ,
The change wrought within a few years in the thought
and conception of our duty to delinquent or dependent
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children is best expressed in a few terse sentiments of
some of the. leaders in the movement. Judge Benjamin
B. Lindsey,of Denver, Colorado, is perhaps the foremost
exponent and interpreter of the new idea. Only a month
ago, when opi)osed for re-election by both political parties
' for political reasons, he appealed to the conscience of the
thinking people, the fathers and mothers, who can best
appreciate the value of this new thought for the welfare
of tinfortuiiate children, ran on an independent ticket and
was triumphantly elected by a large plurality over both
his opponents. Thus this all-important question affecting
the family, a question that should never be ruled by
partisanship, was taken out of politics, and, in Denver
at least, it will in the future be considered on its merits
only.
.
JUDGE LINDSEY says: "It is not so much a ques-
tion of law as a question of work with and for the
children. It is a question of doing the thing !"
And again : "Any work to prevent an individual com-
mitting crime is a moi'e important work than the
punishment of an individual who has committed
crime."
And again : "It would be much worse to take a way-
ward child to some of the jails in which I have seen
them, steeped in corruption, as the first step to
.
- correct their faults, than to take your sick child
to the city garbage-dump and leave it abandoned,
alone, and unattended."
JUDGE IHCHAUD S. TUTHILL, of Chicago: "Chil-
v ; dren had been kept in police cells and jails in com-
:
;
.. pany with the worst offenders. Under such condi-
tions," says Judge Tuthill, "they developed rapidly,
>--->'
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and the natural result was that they were thus edu-
cated in crime, and when discharged were well fitted,
to become expert criminals and outlaws, who have,
crowded our jails and penitentiaries. The State
had educated innocent children in crime, and the
- harvest was great."
JUDGE GEORGE W. STUBBS, of Indianapolis: "It
is the personal touch that does it. I have often
observed, if I sat on a high platform behind a high
desk, such as we have in our city court, with the
'
boy on the prisoners' bench some distance away,
that my words had little effect on him; but if I'
could get close enough to him to put my hand on his
head or shoulder, or my arm around him, in nearly -
every such case I could get his confidence."
JUDGE JULIUS M. MAYER, of New York: "The
essential and underlying purpose of the establish-
ment of this court was the saving, and not the
punishment or the restraint, of the child; and wher-
ever the child itself, the home surroundings, the
nature of the offense, and all the circumstances
have warranted, the judges have always felt it their
duty to give the child at least one chance and try
it on parole. The results have been so encouraging
that we can look forward with confidence to the
years that are to come, and feel that many children
will have been saved by this system of treatment."
JUDGE THOMAS MURPHY, of Buffalo: "To save
children from life-long consequences of childish
errors, to check their feet at the very entrance of
the downward road and to set them upon the gently-
V", \
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graded pathway leading to usefulness and happi-
ness, to let them expiate a fault at their own homes
under the surveillance of kindly probation officers,
and to accomplish these ends without the publicity
that tends to blast later attempts at well-doing, as
well as to save young souls from the taint of con-
tact with matured criiiiiiials, these were the pur-
poses sought to be accomplished in the establish-
ment of the juvenile court of IJufTulo."
JUDGE KORKUT .1. \VI[>KIN, of T.rooklyn: "The
childreji's rourt in l'.r«n)klyn, in Uvo months, has
had something like four hundred cases, which
promises a large numlier of children who will need
its attention during the coming year, and as each
year goes by I predict that more and more will the
wisdom of its establishment be recognized."
JUDGE ALFKED F. SKINNER, of Newark, N. J.:
"The court has been in operation now almost a year,
and the effects have been quite striking. Besides
the expected results—viz., separation of juveniles
from hardened criminals, conviction of mere delin-
quency instead of crime, and the advantage of
centralization in dealing with such olTeudcrs
—
there has been a diminution in tlie number of
offenders.*'
The late JUDGE G. LIARRY DAVIS, of Philadelphia:
"The prevention of crime is more economical than
either its KU})pre.''sion or punishment. Tlic a.ssocia-
tion of children with crime in tiie dock, in the van,
or in cells, cannot fail to develoj) a class of men
and women detrimental to citizenship and an
expense to the treasury of the county.''
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JUDGE J. WILLIS MAKTIN, of rbiladelphia: "My
experience in administpriug the law in tlie juvenile
court leads me to the linn conviction that the estab-
lishment of this tribunal is of inestimable value as
a civilizing factor in the cojuiuuuity. Tlie entire
separate treatment of chihlren witliout permitting
them to be brought in contact witli old criminals,
and the supervision exercised by judicious proba-
tion officers over children and parents, are great
factors in reducing the recruits for crime."
JUDGE ABRAHAxM M. I5EITLEE, of Thiladelphia:
"The Juvenile Court supplies the rational method of
dealing with juvenile delinquencies—the method
adopted in the family—correction and oversight.
It is the ounce of prevention. It gives the boy
another, a new and a better chance. It gives him,
often, the first chance he has ever had to get into
the straight path. It supplements the parents'
efforts, offen doing what the parent would like to
do, but through ignorance fails to do. It is Rociely'8
effort to do for children what society has long done
for the public health aud the State does for animals
and animal industries.
"The State of Pennsylvania ought not to let go tlie
juvenile court, in my judgment."
Some other Judges: "The juvenile court is its own
best excuse for being, and great good must result
to the children and tlie community from the work
of the probation officers."
"Pennsylvania would retrogress fifty years if it should
give up the juvcuile-court law."
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"Ouly ignorance of what it really is could make one
;
oppose the juvenile court." i
"Nevec have I had such service before as has been
]
given by the probation oflicers, and I hope I shall !
never have to get along -without them." •
.
^i
MBS. HANNAU K. SCLIOFF, of Philadelphia, the
|
efficient, never-tiring chairman of the Philadelphia '
Juvenile Court and Probation Association: "An
j
experience with thousands of children has proved
conclusively* that there is no criminal class of i
children. A 'child's environment, lack of home '
care, and neglect may lead him into crime, but in
\
each we find the germ of good, and to quicken and i
develop it is our work. I'auishment does not accom-
j
plish this. Education, help, love, and patient
stimulation of the better instincts can alone develop ' •
that germ. We do not consider the crime—we
j
consider tlie child, and we have saved those whom
even the reform scliot)ls feared to take, considering
them prodigies of crime. W(.' also encourage '
parental responsibility and provide help and
instruction for ignorant, careless parents." ;
BEKT HALL, Milwaukee, Wis. : "From the hour of '[
their arrest children were treated with no more M
consideration than (he most hardene<l criminals. m\
They were tlirown into tlie same cell in the same •'!
corridors in the jail and were taken with the 'bums
and Tags' to court, where their cases were heard
and disposed of in the same flippant manner tliat
usually characterizes proceedings in the police
courts of our large cities.
^17
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"If released bj the court, tliey weut back to their old
surrouudings, where ihcy at once became the heroes
of the boTs of the ueij^hborhood on account of their
experience and the added equipuieut for a criminal
career which they had I'cceivcd fi'om tlieiJ* associates
in the jail and prisoners' pen.
"When the condition became unbearable the child-
workers of the city, led by I\lrs. n. I''. Whitcomb,
drew up a bill for presentation to tiie iState Assem-
bly and whicli became our i)resent juvenile-court
law. Tiie bill was passed in 1901 and became
operative in July, IflOli."
CHARLOTTE C. ELIOT, St. Louis, Mo.: "A very
low and degraded class of criminals are tried in the
court of criminal correction, many of them old
offenders, but there are also novices in crime, and
formerly thcj-c were many cJiildren who, on the day
of trial, waited a summons to the bar in the iron
cage outside the courtroom witli (lie adult pris-
ouer.s. In this coui't little discrimination was n\ade
between childi-en and adults. The children had
their preliminary heai'ing, the day of trial was set,
and they went from the court-room to tiie jail, there
to spend five or ten days until again summoned.
Boys held for the grand jury spent weeks or months
in jail. Three or four boys a month were frequently
held. Since the establishment of the juvenile court
as a 'court of original jurisdiction' only two boys in
a period of five mouths have been held for po.ssiblc
indictment."
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Tliese extracts from the opinions expressed by those
foremost in tliis great work should convince even the most
bitter opponents of the Juvenile Court and Probation
Association that there can be no reli'ograde steps, that it
must go forward, as it is tlie rational, just and humane
solution of the paramount question, how to treat our
juvenile delinquents and dependents.
The General Assembly of Pennsylvania passed, and
Governor Samuel W. Pennypacker approved, on the third
day of April, 1903, the following act:
AN ACT
Kegulating the confluement of children under
the age of sixteen years, awaiting trial.
Section 1. Be it enacted, etc.. That it shall
be the duty of the Board of County Commis-
sioners in each county of the Commonwealth to
provide in the county a sei)ai-ate room, or
rooms, or a suitable l)uildiug, to be used exclu-
.sively for the confinement of any and all chil-
dren, under the age of sixteen years, who may
be in custody awaiting trial or hearing in the
courts of the county.
After the passage of this Act, room for juvenile pris-
oners was provided in the City Uall until other quarters
could be secured. Two pro])erties were bought at the
northea.st corner of TAveuty-second and Arcli street.s, and
preparations were made for the erection of a six-story
House of Detention. Plans approved by the County
Commissioners, the Juvenile Court and Pi-obation Associa-
tion and others interested were prepared by Philip H.
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Johnsou, architect, but as there was no money available,
the erection of the building was delayed, and the children
were tot a time cared for at the Almshouse.
After the present Board of County Commissioners had
assumed ofljcc, the large brown-stone building at the south-
east corner of Fifteenth and Arch streets was rented at a
rental of ?3,000 a year; it was equipped and furnished,
and, while entirely inadequate for its purposes, it was a
great improvement over the Almshouse quarters, and the
children were moved to this temporary home.
The Juvenile Court became one of the most absorbing
questions before the Hoard of County Commissioners.
There were many meetings and di.scussions regarding the
best course to pursue, all of them developing the keenest
desire of the members of the Board and others interested
to give Philadelphia a House of Detention that should
challenge comparison with the best and be a model for
other communities, at home as well as abroad.
The erection of a tall building did not appeal to the
Board, as it would be difficult to provide separate accom-
modations, dormitories, school-rooms, play-rooms, work-
rooms, etc., for boys and girls without seriously interfering
with the safe, easy and economiral administration of the
house. It would also have required elevator service, the
instalment and attendance of which is very expensive.
The Board therefore resolved to try and acquire the
three buildings adjoining those already purchased, the
easternmost one on the corner of Beechwood and Arch
streets. ^Vith this area of approximately 90 feet by 100
feet the possibilities of an up-to-date building with light
on all four sides became quite encouraging. The corner
property. No. 2141, had been bought for §9,000, Ko. 2139
for $8,300, and, after some negotiations, the new Board
120
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secured the other three properties, No. 2137 for ?G,G53.83,
No. 2135 for $7,5G2, the corner, No. 2133, for ^8,500, while
a jurj awarded ?2,581.29 to <lio tenant of No. 2135, wiio
had a five years' lease on the building, or a total sum of
?42,597.12, for the ground.
Mr. Philip H. Johnson had demonstrated in his prepa-
rations of the plans of the hou.se originally proposed that
he thoroughly understood its requirements. He was, there-
fore, appointed architect of the new house by the unani-
mous vote of the Board, and the justificatictn of this selec-
tion is best seen in the results accomplished.
After an item in the new loan bill appropriating
1200,000 for the building of a House of Detention had
been approved, bids were asked for, and the contract was
awarded to the Sax & Abbott Construction Company for
the sum of ?137,900.
The House of Detention is a four-story fire-proof
structure of the French rennai.s.sance style of architecture,
with main entrance on Arch street, a pj-ivate entrance for
the judge, and a basement entrance for tlie delivery of
supplies, on Twenty-second street, and a special one for
the children in the roar of Lli(> buibling, which Khii'lds I.Ikmii
from the eyes of the idle curious.
There is a tower fire-(>Hcapo on tlie east and west Hi(l<'.s
of the building, one opening on Twenty-second street, and
the other on Beechwood street.
The base of the building is constructed of polished
granite, the first story of limestone and brick, with brick
and limestone trimmings al)ovc.
The building fronts on Arch street, and extends from
Beechwood street to Twenty-second street, a distance of
90 feet 2 inches, and is bounded in the rear by an alley
121
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10 feet iuclics -nidc; the total depth of the building being
93 feet 2 inclies.
In the centre of the building is an open court, or light
well (30 feet by 31 feet), which may be used as a recreation
ground.
The children (boys and girls) are first brought into
the house bj way of the rear entrance, thus avoiding
publicity, and taken to the receiving-room, where their
names are entered and recorded by a clerk, with the
charges brought against Uieni.
Thence each child is taken by an attendant, to the
Doctor's oflice, where an e.xajnination is made to determine
its physical condition. There being no disease, the child
is taken to the washing- and dressing-rooms iu the base-
ment. The plan of the basement provides a series of
dressiug-r6om.«!, bath-rooms, shower baths, etc. After
having been prnperl}' batlied, tlie children are clothed in
clean underclothes and outer gannents and then taken to
the doi'mitories on tiic second or third floor.
The soiled clothes are seut to the disinfectiug-room and
placed in a sterilizer which runs through a brick wall into
a room in the laundry proper, thus insuring against con-
tagion or germs of any kind affecting any of the laundry
help. The lauudj-y is provided with all modern facilities,
such as washer, extractor, mangle, dryer, ironing tables,
etc. Adjoining it is a commodious closet for laundry
storage. '
There is also iu the basement a kitchen storage and
general storage-room, boiler-room, separ.ite spaces for
boiler coal and kitchen <!oal and ashes, a well-equipped
gymnasium, 20 by 30 feet, for boys, and a pantry and
dining-room for the help.
While waiting for the disposition of their case, the
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cbildren .ore placed under proper school discipline, with
ample recreation faciliUes, bolli indoor and out, pymna-
slum apparatus and games beinjr provided. The case,
when reached," is heard in the court-room provided for that
purpose.
The plan of the house is so anauged that the girls'
department is entirely separated from that of the boys',
almost as exclusive as if there were separate buildings
provided for each.
The first floor has its main entrance, on Arch street,
through a vestibule into a lobl)y witli marble floor and
marble wainscoting. To the west is the court-room, also
marble floor and marble wain.sc(»tiug, with a dais and
platform for the judge. Accommodations are provided
here for comparatively few, as it is deemed inadvisable
to have idle spectatoi's who come through mere curiosity.
In the rear of the court-room is the judges' room, whicli
is reached through a private entrance on Twenty-second
Btrect. Its furnishings are in keeping with the dignity of
the office, and it is adjoined by a toilet- and wjish-room.
To the east of the main cntrnnre is the main waiting-
room, with marble floor and marble wainscoting. This
room is provided with benches and chairs for witnesses,
parents and others whose business requires their attend-
ance. In the rear is a toilet-room for men, as well as for
women.
The main corridor of the first floor is so arranged as
to separate the court-room and the main waiting-room
entirely from the rest of the building.
Adjoining the judges' room are two rooms, one for the
district attorney and one for the cleric of the court, each
room furnished to insure comfort and facilities for the
officials.
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North of tlie lire ebciipo is the couference-room fur the
Board of Managers, aud adjoiiiinp; it the couforeuce-room
for the oincers of tiic I'l-olialiou AssQciation. Both rooms
are commodious and supplied with tlic necessary conve-
niences for the trausactioii of business.
Room 107 is (lie receivinji-roojii alroadv spoken of.
Rooms lOS and lOU are r(>cord-ro(mis, willi a vault in the
rear of 109. Filiuji' cases and other conveniences for the
storing of records, books, papers, stationery, are provided
in tlicse rooms.
Room 110 is the dispensary, a corner room equipped
with all modern appliances, surgical instruments. Roent-
gen X-Ray apparatus, etc., so as to be j>repared for any
emergency, and also for the detection of physical defects
which ma^' be the cause of the child's delinquency. The
adjoining room is tlie ])oclor\s private room.
Rooms 113, 114, 110 and 118 are small consulta-
tion room.s for parents and their children, also their
attorneys; they are deemed essential to secure i)roper
privacy in discussing their cases. Rooms 120 and 121
are for the .sam(> jiurposcs on (he girls' side of the houae;
room 119 is the i)h()to. dark-i-oom.
The second lloor plan provides, on the boys' side,
rooms 200, 201, 212, 214 for dormitories. These rooms
are equipped with white enamel bedsteads of the regulation
size, each bedstead having beside it a chair on wliich to
deposit clothing, and also a small rug. The bedding pro-
vided is sanitary aud comfoj'table, wbilc especial attention
has been given to i)roper ventilation of the rooms.
On the cast side of this floor is located the superin-
tendent's suite of rooms, jjarlor and bedroom, with bath-
room between the two.
Rooju 213 is the boys' iulirmary, to be used in case of
*E
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sickness, and large euoii<;li to accomniod.ate a half-dozen
children at one time.
On the girls' side of the second /lopr, rooms 202,
201, 208 and 209 are dormitories, some of them large
enough for a half-dozen beds or more; others for one or
two beds. Room 211 is a girLs' ploy-room, and room 203,
at the southwest corner of tiic building, is the girls' sewing-
room. This is a light room Avith windows on Arch street,
as Avell as on Twenty-second street. It is provided with
sewing machines and two cabinets for the display of the
work done by the girls.
Adjoining is the Assistant Superintendent's suite,
parlor and bed-room, with bath-room between the two.
Eoom 210, at the northwest corner of the building, is
the girls' infirmary, which is fitted up in the same manner
as the boys' infirmary.
There is a sufficient number of toilet-rooms, wash-
rooms, bath-rooms and storo-rooihs on all floors.
The second floor is roiulicd by u main stairway with
iron railings, Avhile there are smaller stairways on the
boys' side, as well as on the girls" side, in the back part of
the building.
The third floor plan provides on the boys' side two
rooms for dormitories. One of those rooms is divided into
six small compartments for boys who may prove obstrep-
erous, obstinate or disorderly, and who should, therefore,
be separated from the other children.
Room 300, IS by 38 feet, is the boys' school-room. It
can be divided by folding doors into two separate compart-
ments. The room is furuislied in the most approved
style after the pattern of our puldic schools.
The adjoining room, 312, is tlip manual training room,
one of the most important adjuncts to any institution that
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aims to prepare dependeut or deliuqucnt children for
American citizenship. This room is well provided with
all requisite material to interest and instruct the children.
Room 311 is a play-room for the smaller bo.ys.
Eoom 310 is the bojs' dininfj-room, ample enough to
dine forty or fifty boys .it one time. IL is adjoined by a
large and well-ventilated kitchen, with two serving-rooius
and dressers, one leading to the boys' dining-room, the
other to the officers' and girls' dining-x'ooms on the oppo-
site side.
The kitchen has a large modern range, and is provided
with cooks' and serving tables, store-rooms, the latest-
approved refrigerator, shelves, dressers, steam table, meat
block, pot and pan racks, sinks and an electric lift to carry
provisions, coal, etc., from the basement up. It also has a
hood over the range and a skyligiit and ventilator, thus
insuring perfect ventilation and preventing any odor of
cooking from reaching other parts of the house.
Room 307, to the west of (lie kitchen, is the girls'
dining-room, and the corner room, 30G, is the officers'
dining-room; 303 and 305 ai-egii-ls' dormitories.
All these rooms are plai)dy, but substantially, fur-
nished. On the girls' side, i-oom 302 is the girls' school-
room, equipped like the boys' school-room; while 303 is
the matrons' suite, consisting of a parlor and bed-room,
with a bath-room between.
The fourth floor contains the boys' play-room, 17 by
27 feet, and a roof-garden, 20 by 40 feet, to be used in
summer and during fair weather. These rooms are reached
by private stairs connecting only with the boys' side of
the house.
It also contains the bed-rooms for the help—I'ooms
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401, 402, 403, 404 and 407. IIooiii 405 is (Icsipiied for a
BittiDg-ioom-for tlie help; 40(t, a storaj^e-rooni.
As tlie building was noariiig coniijlfetion, tlie question
of furnishings was considered. The County Conimis-
Bioners came to the conclusion that it would be wise, as
well as economical, to i)urclia.so and contract for furnish-
ings that would be durable, rather than cheap.
The architect was requested to prepare specifications
for household furniture and furnishiug.s wilh a view of
having the furniture, as near as practical, of a uniform
pattern, and constructed in such a manner as to give the
best possible and longest service. All specifications were
prepared with the greatest care, approved by the Board,
and bids v.orc asked for by public advertising, and con-
tracts were awarded to bidders who, in the judgment of
the Board, had made the most accejjtable and advantageous
bids.
The cost of the construction and furnishing of the
building for which the loan bill, approved by a popular
vote, provided and placed at the disposal of the Board
of County Commissioners the sum of two hundred thou-
sand (200,000) dollars, is as follows:
Contract awarded to the Sax &
Abbott Construction Co iij!137,900 00
Additional interior construction,
fire shuttei's, etc 4,870 00
§•142,770 00
Architect's commission 7,13S'T)0
Approximate cost of furnishing.. 14,ri00 00
Total $1G4,40S 50
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It gives the Board genuine satisfaction thus to be able
t,o release from the amount originally allotted to the Board
for the building of the House of Detention and Juvenile
Court, about thirty tliousand (30,000) dollai-s, and
to make this sum available for other purposes of the
municipality.
The Board expresses its thanks and appreciation to
those ^ho have assisted it in the performance of an
arduous and novel oblig:iti()n imposed upon it by the Act
of 1903. Besides tlie architect, to whom proper recogni-
tion has already been given, special mention is due the
builders, to Avhom the house will ever be a monument;. to
the officials of the Proijafion Association, the Board of
Managers and the Assistant Superintendent.
To the city officials who were consulted by, and acted
with, the Board from the inception to the completion of
our task, acknowledgments are tendered for ever-willing
and courteous consideration.
The House of Detention and Juvenile Court is prac-
tically complete, and we hope it may meet the approval
of our fellow-citizens. It was thought wise to place no
name or in.scription designating its purpose on the exterior
of the house; tlicrefore, no name carved and perpetuated
in stone will cast even the sligjitest outward stigma upon
those detained in the building.
The Board has tried to embody in its construction and
appurtenances all that can be desired for the safety, health,
comfort, convonieiice, moral, menf.'il and pJiysical training
of its inmates, and as it sliall be turnt^d over to the authori-
ties wlio may now or hfreafler be entrust(Ml with its man-
agement, Jet us express tlie hope tliat it iiniy ever remain
a useful agency for tlie uplifting and salvation of the
^28
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uufortuuate y.ouiig who are called depeudent and delin-
quent children.
The Board of County Conuuissiuners,
IlunoLru Blankknhukg. I'resideut,
IIOWARD X. ClIASH,
CUAKLES r. DONNKLLV,
Philadelphia, December 19, 1008.
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EXHIBIT 5
MAJOR EMPLOYERS IN PHILADELPHIA
Empi oyer Number of Employees
University of Pennsylvania 17,400
Bell of Pennsylvania 11,266
Temple University 9,255
SEPTA 8,690
Thomas Jefferson University 5,538
Philadelphia Electric Company 5,300
Acme Markets 4,900
The Budd Company 4,578
Sears, Roebuk & Company 4,567
Strawbride & Clothier 4,290
CIGNA Corporation 4,100
SmithKline Beckman Corporation 3,500
First Pennsylvania Corporation 3,411
The Girard Company 3,400
Philadelphia National Corporation 3,290
General Electric 3,203
John Wanamaker, Inc. 3,000
United Engineers and Constructors, Inc. 2,375
ARA Services, Inc. 2,286
Atlantic Richfield Company 2,100
Colonial Penn Group, Inc. 1,904
Rohm & Haas Corporation 1,700
Scott Paper Company 1,400
Source: Research Bureau, Greater Philadelphia Chamber of Commerce,^
August, 1982.
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EXHIBIT 6
Rental Rates — Center City Office Buildings
Current Price
BuHdlng/Locatlon Age Class Available Space Per Sq. Ft.
Ave of the Arts 55yrs. B
Broad i Chestnut Sts.
Phila., PA 19107
Centre Square 9yrs. A
1500 Market St.
Phila., PA 19102
Fidel ity B1 dg. 56yrs. A
123 So. Broad St.
Phila., PA 19109
Packard Bldg. 60yrs. B
15th S Chestnut Sts.
Phila., PA 19102
North American Bl dg. 84yrs. A
121 So. Broad St.
Phila., PA 19109
Widener Bldg. A
1337 Chestnut St.
Phila., PA 19107
3 Gi rard PI aza A
So. Penn Square
Phila., PA
1600 lyr. A
1600 Market St.
Phila.. PA
11%
5%
11%
6%
11%
22%
(Process of
Rent-Up)
$15.50
$22
$18.50
3 floors $17.50
$16.50
$18.50
$22.50
$27.29
Source: North Atlantic Investment Corporation
(Information as of December, 1983)
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EXHIBIT 7
BUILDING DEVELOPER SQ. FT.
1) 11 Penn Center Radnor Corporation 100,000
19th & Market Streets
2) 1650 Market Street Rouse & Associates 800,000
3) Goldman Theatre Linpro 250,000
Site
30 South 15th Street
4) 1850 JFK Boulevard Evans-Pi teal rn 500,000
(Twin Office Towers)
5) One Reading Center Reading Company 600,000 (Office)
Office Tower 28,000 (Retail)
nth & Market Streets
6) Harrison Court Carley Capital Group 300,000
Filbert Street
7) Stern Building Butcher & Singer 200,000
7th & Market Streets
8) Lit Brothers Hansen Prop. Halted
7th & Market Streets
9) Penn Center Inn Recently purchased. Unsure of
20th & Market Streets definite use yet. Possible office site.
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Center Oty Philadelphia Office Space
(New and Existing Buildings)
Date Period
N& Of Buildings
Surveyed
December 31, 1979:
Existing Buildings 12 Months
Under Construction
Mixed
Area Leased Area Available
(Sqiare Feet} (Square Feet)
December 31,

IT
Date

IM
OFFICE MARKET:

1
r
1U2
RESIDENTIAL CONSTRUCTION: 1970-1981
(Number of Permjls)
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RETAIL MARKET: 1980-1983
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Commercial Mixed Use
Summary of Financial Information
Mortgage Amount 1996500
Construction Loan 1996500
Rentable Square Feet 26000
Rent per Sq. Ft.
Resid. 12.6
Comm. 12.00
Expenses per Sq. Ft. 5.50
Equity Contrabutions 720000
1985 210000
1986 150000
1987 150000
1988 120000
1989 90000
Partnership Units 30
Bridge Loan 9 157. 850000
163
Property Purchase Price
Improvements
Investment Tax Credit
Facade Easement
700000
1945000
486250
258300
Equi ty
1985

I6h
Vciriables Mixed Use
Rentable Sq. Ft.

Mined Use Mi
Sources
1
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MiKed Use
OPERATING INCOME
Year

16?
Mixed Use
Limited Partnership Benefits
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Summary of Financial In-formation Commercial Class B
Mortgage Amount 196V000
Construction Loan 1969000
Rentable Square Feet 26000
Rent per Sq. Ft. 12
Expenses per Sq. Ft. 5.5
Equity Contributions 720000
1985 210000
1986 150000
1987 150000
1 988 1 20000
1989 90000
Partnership Units 30
Bridge Loan 3 15V. 400000
Property Purchase Pric 700000
Improvements 1269000
Investment lay. Credit 317250
Facade Easement 160000
Limited Partner Benefits
Year
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V'ariables Class B

179
Gross Rent
Vacancy . OS
Adj. Inc.
'1st Mort.
Equity
Bridge
3 1 0000
15500
294500
1720000
210000
400000
;25500
16275
309225
150000
341775
17089
324686
150000
358863
17943
340920
120000
376806
18840
357966
90000
Total Sourc
Property
Impvts
Const Loan
Bel 1 Fee
'1st Mart I
Closing
Legal /Acct
Print/Appra
Points
Guarantee -f
RE Trans/Oc
GP Payments
Br Ln Paybk
Br'Ln Int
Mgmt Fees
Expenses
700000
1269000
1 06400
46000
20000
45000
IBOOO
40000
67000
43300
20000
60000
1 1 780
88350
11500
20000
1 00000
50000
12369
92767
1 2500
20000
1 00000
40000
12987
97405
1 3500
20000
1 00000
35000
13636
102275
1 4500
20000
1 00000
22500
14318
107389
TOTAL USES
Cash Flow
534830
89670
427436
31789
J23692
50994
425211
35709
419507
28459
LP Share
LP Unit Bhr
88773
2959
31471
1049
50484
1683
3535
1
1178
28174
939
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Commercial Class B
OPERATING INCOME
Year

181
Limi ted

182
2133 ARCH STREET - THE MULBERRY ATRIUM
This project involves the rehabilitation of an early 20th century Orphan's
Court building into class A office space. The finished office building will
contain 31,500 square feet of rental space.
This building is not in an historic district and is not currently individually
listed on the National Register.
Currant plans call for the demolition of all interior partitions to create
open plan office space. An existing 30' x 30' light-well will receive an
elevator and a skylight to form an atrium. To achieve access to the existing
partial fourth floor tlie elevator will be extended to the roof and the existing
stair tower on 22nd Street will also be extended to this level. This will -
neccessitate the removal of the existing deteriorated basketball pavilion on
the roof.
Our plans for the facades include the replacement of all double hung windows
and frames with new fixed dark bronze steel frames and dark brown tinted
thermal glass. All exterior masonry will be cleaned, repointed and recaulked
utilizing historic restoration specifications.
The existing basement window openings will receive granite panel infills to
match the adjacent granite as closely as possible. The existing wood and
glass entrance doors will be replaced with Herculite doors, transoms, and
sidelights.
Sidewalk improvements will include the addition of a handicapped ramp to the
rear of the building. A new glass and steel sidewalk canopy will be added at
the main entrance. A new 3' high granite planter will be constructed along
the Arch Street facade and partially along the 22nd Street facade. This
planter will encroach on the sidewalks approximately 3 feet. New granite steps
will be added to existing granite steps on the 22nd Street entrance. And,
finally, we are planning to place an elaborate Victorian free-standing clock
at the corner of 22nd and Arch. The clock will be similar in appearance to
the clock that now stands in front of Reading Terminal.
We realize some of our plans for the exterior and facades of the Arch Street
building may, in the Committee's view, not conform to the historic aspects of
the building. However, we firmly believe these alterations are necessary in <
order to provide the atmosphere associated with Class A office space. If our
client is to compete with the new, modern skyscapers being erected in Phila-
delphia, which have modern finishes and energy-saving thermal glass, these
changes must be made.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to present these projects.
Sincerely,
HANS P. STEIN ARCHITECTS, INC.
"OM^^Slfe
Ilichael McCann
MMC/jj
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Summary of Financial In-formation Commercial Class A
Mortgage Amount 1935000
Construction Loan 1935000
Rentable Square Feet 32000
Rent per Sq. Ft. *15
Expenses per Sq. Ft. 5.5
Equity Contributions 720000
19B5 210000
1986 150000
1987 150000
1 988 1 20000
1989 90000
Partnership Units 30
Bridge Loan 3 157. 850000
Property Purchase Pric 700000
Improvements 1700000
Invest Tax Credit 3.20 340000
Facade Easement
Limited Partner Benefits
Year

Variables Commercial Class A
191
Rentable Sq. Ft.
Rental Increase
Bross Inc Alloc
Vacancy
Rent Base
Total Exp
Equity Contrib Yl
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Mort. Term (Mo.
)
Construction Loan
Const Loan Int
Guarantee Fees
Cap Rate A
Cap Rate B
Cap Rate C
Mgmt. Fee
LP7. Frnt End
LP Units
LP CF Back End
Pref CF
Pre-f Int
Deprec. Yrs.
Inv Rel . Fees
Cost o-f Property
Closing
Inpvmts
Gain Tax Rate
Inc. Tax Rt.
GP Back End
LP Excess
Yrs. to Sale
Sales Comm
GP Payments
Drig. Costs
Legal
Points
Pr i nt /Appras
ITC Amt. 3.20
Facade Easement
Bridge Loan
Payback
Y2
Y3
Y4
Y5
Br. Loan Int.
Bridge Fee S .01
32000
.05
.04
.05
500000
176000
2 1 0000
1 50000
1 50000
120000
90000
720
1 935000
. 15
70O00
.09
.11
.04
.99
30
.75
.1
.1
10000
700000
20000
1700000
.2
• 5
.25
50000
100000
20000
70000
40000
20000
370000
O
650000
200000
150000
150000
150000
.15
6O00
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Sources C
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OPERATINB INCOME Commercial Class A
Year
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Limited
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